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PRODUCT LIMITED WARRANTY 

Seller warrants to Buyer that any unit shipped to Buyer, under normal and proper use, 
will be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 24 months from the 
date of shipment to buyer. This warranty will not apply.to any unit repaired by anyone 
other than the Seller or its authorized agent. 

THE FOREGOING WARRANTY IS EXCLUSIVE AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER 
WARRANTIES, EXPRES$ED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR 
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

Remedies and Limitations of Liability 

(a) All claims for breach of the foregoing warranty shall be deemed waived unless notice of 
such claim is received by Seller during the applicable warranty period and unless the 
items to be defective are returned to Seller Within thirty (30) days after such claim. 
Failure of Seller to receive written notice of any such claim irrespective of whether the 
facts giving rise to such a claim shaH have then been discovered or whether processing, 
further manufacturing, other use or resale of such items shall have taken place. 

(b) Buyer's exclusive remedy, and Seller's total liability, for any and all losses and damages 
arising out of any cause whatsoever, (whether such cause is based in contract 
negligence, strict liability, other tort or otherwise) shall in no event exceed the repair 
price of the unit from which such cause arises. In no event shall Seller be liable for 
incidental, indirect, special or consequential damages resulting from any such cause 
event if seller is aware of the possibility of such damages. Seiler may, at its sole option, 
either repair or replace defective goods or work, and shall have no further obligation to 
Buyer. Return of the defective items to Seller shall be at Buyer's risk and expense. 

(c) Seller shall not be liable for failure to perform its obligations if such results directly or 
indirectly from, or is contributed to by, any act of God or of Buyer; riot; fire; explosion; 
accident; flood; sabotage; epidemics; delays in transportation; lack of or inability to 
obtain raw materials, components, labor, fuel or supplies; governmental laws, 
regulations or orders; or labor trouble) strike, or lockout (whether or not such labor event 
is within the reasonable control of Seller); other circumstances beyond Seller's 
reasonable control, whether similar or dissimilar to any of the foregoing. 
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217 HUMBOLDT COURT 

SUNNYV ALE, CALIFORNIA 94089 
(408) 145 .. 6200 
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CAUTION 

To prevent damage to the circuitry of the DL3800: 

When handling the DL3800 modules for any reason, measures must 
be taken to prevent damage caused bV Electro--Static Discharge (ESD). 
In these instances, wear a properly grounded grounding strap or 
equivalent ESD dissipation apparatus. 
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1 INTRODU,CTION 
The OL38QO OSI Inverse Multiplexer Users Manual, is divided into 8 
sections. A brief description of each section is provided below to assist users 
of the DL38QO with the use of this manual. 

Section 1.0, INTROOUCTION,provicles an introduction to the manual and 
a brief sumtGary of each of the, remaining 7 sectiops. 

Section 2.Q1 GENERAL SYSTEM DESClUPTION, describes the 0L3800 
system a~c1rtiteCture, including s'~l Clow, ma,ln ,circuit functions and 
system coofilurati()11s, as well as tl}euser interface. This section also 
proVides the D13800 features and benefits as welt as specifications. 

Section 3.0, APPLICA nONS, describes the major application that the 
DL3800, supports. 

Section 4.0. ASCII INTERFACE" describes. how the PL3800 is controlled 
from an ASCn tenninal. This s~tio:n tnclucles a ~tailed description of the 
ASCII' terrhinal menu operation to configure, ,monitor status and atann 
conditions, run tests and diagnostics, and generally operate the DL3800 

Section 5.0, FRONT PANEL OPERATION. PrQv{de$,asummary of the 
various controls and indiqttors available on (behOOf panel of the DL3800. 

Section 6.0, INST ALLATIONt<J~~tbe,s the procedures for physically 
installing the. DL3800DSl Iflv~se:lVJultiptexer. This section also describes 
the proper cable connections required fot system operatiqn and the «tum~up" 
procedure for the DL3800.' ' 

Section 7.0, MAINTENANCE AND USER DIAGNOSTICSt describes how 
to performY~rious tests provided by . the DL3800. It alsb describes how these 
tests and oPl~r D1-.3800d~gnostics tools can be utilized to troubleshoot and 
isolate network and system problems. The return 3flq repair procedure for 
the DL3800DSI Inverse Multiplexer is al~ described 'in this section. 

Section 8.0, APPENDIX, provides connector pin assignments and factory 
default settings: 
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2 GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

2.1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The DLJ800 DSl Inverse Multiplexer bridges the gap between Tl and 
T3 data services by providing Tl multiplexing multimegabit (up to 
12.224 Mbit/s) DTE data onto two, four, six or eight Tl circuits The 
DLJ800 Inverse Multiplexer is an economical solution to bandwidth 
intensive applications as it provides multimegabit data transport 
without the heed . for T3 circuits. The Dl3800 is an ideal solution for 
applications such as LAN~to~LAN intemetworking, bulk data 
transfer, video teleconferencing and disaster recovery. 

The inverse multiplexing technique employeq by the DL3800 is 
completely transparent to the DTE application, as the multiple Tl 
circuits act as a single high,speed data link. The Dl3800 can accept 
up to a 31ms differential delay between individual Tl circuits, thus 
providing the capability to accommodate Tl circuits from divergent 
paths. This is often the case with circuits being utilized from 
different carriers. 

The DL3800 supports either High Speed Serial Interface (HSSI) or 
V 35/RS449 interfaces to the DTE. Extended Superframe (ESF) or D4 
framing is supported, as well as AMI or B8ZS line coding. It is 
compliant with both AT&T PubHcation 54016 and ANSI TL403 
Facility Data Link requirements. For maximum application 
versatility, the DL3800 is available for both DSX,l or Channel 
Service Unit (CSU) operation. 

The DL3800 features an automatic rate fallback in the event of a 
failing Tl circuit. If the performance of a Tl circuit is detected to be 
falling below accepted levels. the DL3800 automatically removes the 
Tl from service and throttles back the DTE to a data rate 
corresponding to the remaining Th. When the alann condition on 
the affected Tl has been cleared, the DL3800 can automatically 
restore the Tl and data rate. 

The user can configure, control and monitor the DL3800 through the 
front panel, an ASCII terminal (locally or remotely via a modem or 
remotely in,band) or a Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP) management station. The remote DL3800 can be managed 
in~band using all active DS} connections as the communications 
path. The DL3800 features an integrated SNMP agent which 
supports the DS} Management Information Base (MIB) in addition 
to a unit specific enterprise MIB. 

A downloadable software feature of the DL3800 allows new features 
and functionality to be added to the unit on line via the unit's built~ 
in communications port or via a selected DSl connection. 
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2.2 DL)BOO FUNC110NAL DESCRlPTlON 

The: base DL3800 configuration consists of a ~othetboard with two 
(Tl) network interface connectors and the DTE connectors (HSSI and 
V.3$/RS449). Six ~*tional rl netwOrk.portS can be added with the 
addiition .qt. from otlt\ to thl'ee Qa",ghterboar4st ea:eh daughterboard 
supporting two additional Tlports., 

Thera~ral ope~tionof~he DL3800 is eXi1lW.n~ in. the following 
paraBraphs which deacribethe signal tlowandQverhead functions. 

Si&Q,al Flow; 

Thf}, DL3800 is config~~d by the . user for ~" !lUmber of Tl signals to 
be .d for t@Nnl~iorL 11le .0L3800 wiUptovide a smooth dock to 
~he DTE at the data ta~~ ,requi~. fQr the number pi Tl outputs the 
UBer,h,a:s config~d .. FotTl~this l.'ateJw~be NxlS28 for BSZS 
encoding and Nx1336 for AMI, where N is the nl:lmber ofTls to be 
used (from 1 to 8). 

The transmit smooth dock PLL can use any of the incoming Tl 
clocks, and ~~emal ,~l()(:k o, .• ~~l dock .a~ reference. The receive 
smooth clock will useoneoi' tnereceive cloc:bat its source. The 
sm09tn dock veo wiU.be ~i¥i4ed d9wntO 8khztQl~ phase compared 
tottle 8kh~' reference- The receive buffers are ,!aIle enough to 
accqmtnodate variations between Tl receivect<x.ks~ 

The'DUSOO suppgrts·one PTE interface. For dat~ rates up to 10Mbps. 
the DTE interiacecan,·be VS5;tRS4490r HSSI(soltware selectable). 
For data rates over lOMbps, only the HSSlinte:rface will be suppprted. 

Dati! is sent from the DTE ililterface to an Inverse Multiplexer 
UlvIUX) trammit framer.·:A,,l6~bit proprietary framing pattern is 
defined .. t.O satisfy the requiremefttSo{ inver,semuleplexing 
c~mUJ;tications. This ft.mei~ cOll&trud:ed"b~.usiIlg one payload bit 
in'ea~h fra~ for 16 consee.utive frames.Fot 1'1, the inverse 
mUltiplexing frB~e is t~fi~fbit after the:.framing bit. 

FrO$ the inverse mux}r,3ro.~{,the data is sent to aU Tl framers, 
where the Tl framing is aaded. and then to the appropriate Tl 
network interface and out over the Tl network. 

AU incoming configured Tl lines, With their respective docks, are 
received,i:ntoastandard Tl fram,er. The ootput of the Tl framer is 
fed into the lMUXttamer. 
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Data coming into the DL3800 DSl Inverse Multiplexer is stored in N 
independent buffers, whete N is the number of configured input 
channels. From these buffers, the data will be read and IMUX 
framing removed. 

When the incoming signal is framed' on the inverse mux frame, the 
framer will start loading its Dual Port RAM. The address to the 
Dual Port RAM is derived from the 16,bitinverse mux frame. The 
software will ask all framers to latch their Dual Port RAM addresses 
at the same time, and by looking at the addresses, the software can 
determine which network has experienced the greatest delay. 

From the receive inverse mux framer, the incoming data will go to the 
receive multiplexer. The net that is last in time will be enabled to 
teU the receive multiplexer when to start/ unloading the Dual Port 
RAM to the DTE interface. To allow for jitter and wander specific3# 
tions, the read address counter will be positioned approximately three 
frames behind the write address for the network last in time. 

Figure 2.2 is a Functional Diagram of the DL3800 showing a unit 
supporting four Tl lines. 

OL3800 FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM 

IMUX 
Framer 

Overhead Functions: 

1 ramer 

11 Framer 

Figure 2.2 

.1 Inter. 

T1 
Networks 

The overhead functions consist of a controller, front panel, two RS232 
communication interfaces (terml(lal and network management) and a 
power supply. 
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The;controller function is performed by a microprocessor on the main 
board. The controller collectS Tlstatisncs. It .atso. processes Tl 
alarms and performance monitoring information as well as 
sup~ing unit configuration, rest.andmainrerutnce activities. 
Finally the "ControUerll block supports the front panel display, 
terminal port and SNMP port interfaces. 

The front panel consists .of a 16 character vacuum fluorescent display; 
4~key keypad and LEOs. This panel can be used to provision the unit, 
run diagnostic tests, argain access to performance statistics. 

The>seflal·poftS are R~232.C compatible portS with one port 
supporting a menu driven ASCII termiUal interface and the other 
port providing ,access to>~the" built"inSNMP agent functionality. 

The built .. in power supply has a range of 90V to 244V AC and .. 40V 
to .. iOV OC. 

2.3 DL3800 SYSTEM ~roRBS 

• Advanced managem~nt capabilities 

The DL3800 supports a built .. in SNMP agent for ease of 
enterprise wide network managell)etl~.Also supported is a 
console port with a user .. friendIJ"~nudtiven interface for 
local access or remote modem ~~." Cortsole ports of co .. 
located DL3800s can be daisy,chaJned together, with no 
additional hardware required, for sing!e.c(lf1$()'1.e or modem 
support of multiple units. In addition~ DL3800 provides a 
front panel display for local access when a console is not 
available. . 

• Complete diagnostic and maintenapce c3:pabilides 

The DL3800 provides;de~ailed statistics on aU .oTE Tl 
performance parameterS as well as internal system integrity 
checks. The DL3SOO also provides Tl and DTE loopbadc 
capabilities for ease of maintenat1~e. Nu~erous alarm 
conditions are reported including user selectable alarm 
thresholds for Tl line parameters.l'heDLJ800 also provides 
alarm relay contacts for bothalarm~~i~tion and alarm 
input. For example, the alarm input allows the user to connect 
any alarm (fire, burglar, etc.) to the 0L3800 which will 
forward the alarm to the management center. 

• Downline loadable software option 

The DL3800 has the ability for on' line download of new product 
features and functions. 
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2.4 DL3800 SYSTEM BENEFITS 

The numerous features of the DL3800provide many benefits to the 
user. 

• Reliable. full performance access to Tl networks for the 
widest variety of DTE products 

• Enterprise wide visibility via SNMP 

• Local and remote access via front panel or terminal 

• Complete maintenance and diagnostic support via exhaustive 
alarm, statistic and test capabilities 

• Downloadable code provides for on· line upgrade to the DL3800 
software for both major and minor feature enhancements 

2..5 DL3800 SPECIFICATIONS 

~ II NETWORK INTERFACE 
* Interface Type 

* Number of Ports 
* Framing Formats 
* ESFFDL Protocols 

* LineCode 
* Transmit Line Rate 
* Receive Line Rate 
* Synchronization 

* Network Connector 

EXIERNAL CLOCK INTERFACE 

* Rate 
* .Cormector T 'fPC 

., On·JNIEBFACE 
* Electrical Interface 
* Rate 
* Connector Types 

* Number of Ports 
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DSX,l Standard 
Tt CSU Optional 
2,4,6 or 8 
D4 or ESF 
AT&T 54016 
ANSI Tt.403 
AMI or B8ZS 
1.544 Mbit/s +/' 50 ppm 
1.544 Mhit/s +/~ 135 ppm 
Internal, Loop~timed, or 
External 
DB15 Female 

1.544 MHz +/~ 50 ppm 
DB15 

HSSI or V.35/RS449 
Up to 12.352 Mbit/s 
OB25 Female (V.35/RS449) 
50 .. pin Female Amplimite 

(HSSI) 
One 



~ COMMUNIC6IIONS.<GOMM) PORI (ASQII) 
* Intenaee Devices Te~p:tat,or M<xlem 
.. Protocol U~er .. ftleIldij menu driven 
* Electrical RS-232 Female 

, COMMUNICt\IIQNS. (CQMM). PORT (SNMP) 
*Intena<l:e·Devices· . ·S~MPManager 
* Protocol SNMP (UDPIIP) over SLIP 
* Electrical RS>i132 Female 

- CQNFI~URAIIQN MiMOBY 

.. FROlSI PANEL 
* Display 
* Key' Pad 
* DTB Status LEOs 

.. pIAGNQSTICS 

* Looli'backs 

* Self Test 

* Alarms 

.. POWER 
* AClnput 

* DC ,Input (Optional) 
* Power Consumption 

.. ENVIRQNMENTAL 
* Operating Temperature 
* Storage Temperature 
* Relative Humidity 
* Altitude 

.. PHXSICALlCONNECIOBS 
* Mounting 

* Dimensions 
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Non-volatile memory retains 
confi:ilJfatiOfl after power 
ou(:age· 

16 Character Alphanumeric 
Four Keys 
TO, RO, RIS (TA), CTS 
(CA), HSSI, lEST, II .. T8 

DTE/Network, Payload, ~tne, 
Local 
'Checks' Unit Circuitry and 
Memory on power up 
Relay, dry contact 

120 VAe, 0.5 Amps Max 
220 V AC, 0.25 Amps Max 
.. 40 VDC to .. 75 VOC 
40 Watts Maximum 

00 to 500 C 
.. 350 to 850C 
o to 95% Non..condensing 
.. 200 to 10000 ft above sea level 

19" or 23" rack mounting or 
Standalone 
17.2" W x 2.8n H x 11" 0 



3 APPLICATIONS 
3.1 APPLICATION OVERVIEW 

H Router 

The D1.3800 DSI Inverse Multiplexer is. designed to transport up to 
12 Mbit/sofdata over Tl lines. The user can transport large amounts 
·of data without having to move up to more expensive T3 transport, 
retaining the investment made in Tl technology and equipment. 

In a typical application, shown in Figur~ 3.1, the DL3800 can 
transport up to 12 Mbit/s of data over eight Tl lines. 

Up to Eight Tl Lines 

V.351 
'RS449 V.1Si 

DL3800 RS449 I Router HSSI pL3800 
HSSf l 

I 
Up to 12 Mbit/s 

Figure 3.1 
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4. ASCII TERMINAL 'INTERFACE 

4.1 LOG INlLOG OFF 

Each J)QSOOis .equipp~ widU~t;t integfat~'~~32 ASCII user 
interface, that can be accessed through the "Termina}l' port (DB--9 
~tor) 1()c3t~d.on thet~t·,p4~19fthe DlJ~. Through.this 
~nterfac~ the user can pef!offl;Fvafi,ollS ~t~~ described in this 
section ... 

When oPerating in MULTIDROP MODE (multiple DL3800s that 
are.·daisy,orehained tQg~~J,Jq~ .. ¢efl~li.~tl net:work management), the 
user' mU$t "log ioff to estabti$p.~tl1llc~tlon'Y!th a single unit on 
the nd:work. . Only o~utli~l1lay~.I~gJ;lt~rat a time. AU units 
contwuquily mqnitot' ~ fille, l;lut·.ort1y the.~it which is logged on 
win respond to t~rminal c()Jll.t(lands.~pi).Q;,~it is logged int the 
.charactets typedontheterl1:l~' wilt not s:~. up on the display 
screen. 

To log on and log off a particular unitt 'follow these procedures: 

a. type crRL X (hqld aonnnl keydown,c~d$trike the X key) 
~Uowed by#(th~~Q~bet.S~~)ftbe.NQPE NUMBER and 
ENTER (or RETURN). These chanm.f$will not be displayed 
on the terminal screen but the units will receive them 
nonetheless. 

b .~enul of.rhe Digipd~i~.Term;in~l I~~~ce will appear. If 
J;lot, c~ck thatth.., N~~!lmhet. ~tclles what is typed on the 
~enninal. If ir.stilJ, ll~ .. nQ;tappeat1~he~, that the DL3800 
wrt ~ttings·~atch~e~ttings <1?alldt;tte, parity, data bits 
and stOP bits} ,qf·~.tetminal.· If so~a nun modem adapter may 
t"e tequi~d to i~r~ll~ngep~ f an\l.fhransmit and receive) 
from the terminal. 

c. 1'00101 OOJO (lnQthet1;)L:~800 on: ~ $allle daisy chain, simply 
,tfpe CnL .X, toitOW«i,by'3 .~.tmd" ~J~,OOe Number and strike 
ENTER (orRlZ1UaN).The,piev'i~s:unit is logged out and 
the new unit is .• Qigedon. '. 

d. To log off aU units without logging ,onto any new units, type 
CTRL X followed by ENTER or ru:nJRN. 

e. ;Typing five CTRL X commands in a row J followed by ENTER 
(or RETIJRN) will return a "roll calP' of aU Node Numbers on 
the communications network. This feature is useful when the 
Node Numbers of any units on the network: are unknown. 
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4.2 TERMINAL OPERATION OVERVIEW 

4.2.1 GENERAL MENU FLOW 

The. menu interface for the DL3800 consists of the INVERSE 
MULTIPLEXER MAIN MENU and a series of Sub Menus. 

From the MAIN MENU. the Sub Menu to be ,selected or 
function to be performed is selected by moving the highlight 
bar through the menu screen with the CURSOR ARROW 
keys until the desired function is highlighted. 

T () prevent any accidenra 1 data and/or· status change, every 
proposed change requires a Confirmation response. To confirm 
a proposed change, move the highlight barto ·/tCONFIRM" on 
the menu and strike "ENTER. It Type any other key and the 
change will notbe made. ThiswtU cause the terminal to 
continue to prompt theuser to confirm thechange(s). To abort 
the change. move the highlight bar to "EXIT" and strike the 
ENTER key rather than confirming the change. 

GENERAL TIPS: Striking the ESCAPE key brings the 
display back to SELECT' LOCALjREMOTE when in the 
MAIN MENUS ;md back to EXIT when in the EXECUTION 
MENUS. 

4.2.2 SCREEN DESCRIPTION 

The top four lines of each display screen contain information 
regarding the last two status or alarm conditions reported by 
the DL3800. This information includes: the severity of 
condition reported; the date and time it was reported; the 
Unit and NET (TI port) reporting the alarm; a code for the 
type of condition, and a description of the condition. 

The next two lines in the menu, which are always highlighted. 
represent the STATUS BAR. The first line of the Status Bar 
displays the product type·; the software release number t node 
number, node name, date & tiine and current alarm 
status of the unit. The Second line displays the selected 
device address and name. 

10 



Major 

Idled 

INVERSE MULTIPLEXER MAIN MENU 
, ',:" , ",' 

11/18/91 17:56.47 Unit; 1 
Loss of Frame ' 

, 11/18/91, 17:56:58 Unit: 1 
Loss of Frame Idled 

NET: Z 

NET:2 

(33) 

(13) 

DIGITAL LINK nusoo SIt, XXN0{)E l:HOMEmm/dd/vv hh:mm:ss MN 
SELEcTED D~VIC~ ADDRESS:' ,1.00.000 NAME~HOME 

INVERSE "MULTIPLEXER MAIN MENU 
Select Local/Remote 
Alarms & Status 
Statistics ' 
Event History 
Configurat;ion 
System UGil~ri¢s 
Tests " 
Manual ,NetwQrk Restoration 
Logout ',' 

Figure 4.2.2 is an example of a lNVERsE MULTIPLEXER 
MAIN MEJNU. ," 

The product type is a DL3800 Digital blverse Multiplexer. 

The softwar~: revisron:is XX. Thi~ nutnber is useful to 
d~tennine tlief~atur~s t~t pre suWotteawith this release. 

The Nodepu~r. in this ~ase 1 t,~, l4ierdefined. This can be 
used to further identify the nOde witb'inthe userts network. It 

, is recOOllllended, thatalt~~s be given a unique node number. 
This is crucial inint't..;node comtnurtications. 

The Node name (HOME), is user d¢fined. The user can use 
th.is field to ~iq.ue.ly .~scribci.: the node within the network. 

The date and time are give in month/date/vear and 
hourlmim~ltelsec~d. 

The alaqn ~k;~t~~ ip this "case.MN for ,minor. is given on 
each screen to alert me user of a fotal Node alarm . 

. ~.~Iec~d Oe¥iceada~ .. inthis example 1.00.000 is shown 
a~ the begi~g of t~e !e(;ond~t~ fille· A device is a 
gene.ric term· to, lniti~~e. ~ •. NPOE (uait)· or DTE board. 
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The device Name is user defined. This can be used to describe 
. the node or board's location or function within the network. In 
the examples in this manual, the name used is Home. 

4.3 INVERSE MULTIPLEXER MAIN MENU COMMANDS 
;' , 

When a DL3800is first powered UPt· the. Inverse Multiplexer Main 
Menu (Figure 4.2.2) appears on the terminal screen. This describes 
those functions that can be performed, parameters viewed, changed 
and/or deleted from this menu. The Inverse Multiplexer Main Menu 
items are: 

SELECf LOCAL/REMOTE; allows the user to move to the 
between the Main Menu of the Local and Remote unitS . 

ALARMS AND STATUS; provides current alarm and 
status report of the common equipment, DTE and TI lines. 

STATISTICS: allows the user to access the statistics menus 
of the various Tl lines. 

EVENT HISTORY; allows user to view and reset alarm and 
event history of the DL3800. 

CONFIGURATION; allows the user access sub~menus to 
configure certain parameters of the DL3800, network and DTE. 

SYSTEM UTILITIES; allows the user to perform various 
system utility functions such as download software, configure 
SNMP. configure login and delete or save configuration. 

TESTS; allows the user to initiate diagnostic loop backs. 

MANt,JAL NETWORK RESTORATION; allows the user to 
manually restore a Tl circuit instead of it being restored 
automatically upon the clearing of a problem. 

LOGOUT; allows the user to log out of the DL3800 without 
having to wait for automatic logout. 

These items are described in more detail in the follOWing sections. 

4.3.1 SELECT LOCALIREMOTE 

When in the INVERSE MULTIPLEXER Main Menu, this 
option allow& the user to view and access the other items on 
either the local. or remote DB&JO~ The Device Address and 
Name in the header portion of the display screen will identify 
the unit that the terminal is presently communicating with. 
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Major 

Idled 

'. : 

To move t;~the:Mai~ Menu of the other'OU&>Othighlight 
SELECT LOCAL/REMOTE and hit ENTER. The Device 
Address Qfld Nah\elnthe header shouldehange to the new unit. 

The ALARMS AND-STAnJS menu is a "view only" screen 
that allows the u.,ser' ~tG' review the current ALARMS AND 
ST A rus itemsheing..:eported by the DL3800. To access 
this screen, lltove.t~highlight bar in the Inverse Multiplexer 
Main Menu to ALARMS AND STATUSand;srrike ENTER. 

The ALARMS;.I\ND 5T A TUS display,(Figure 4.3.2) will 
appear on the: sereen de$Cljbing the .. ttl$ofthe common 
equipment and ~ of the Tl ports (lines' plus the status of 
the DTE leadiand the eurrent rate~ of the OTH pOrt. 

ALARMS~~ST:ATUS MENU·· 
; ,- .', , ' 

11/18/91 17~S6:47 Unit: 1, NET: 2 (33) 
Loss of Frame 

11/18/91 17:56:58 Unit: I NET:2 (13) 
Loss of Frame Idled 

DIGITAL LINK DL3800 SR XX NODE 1 : HOME mm/ddlvv hh:mm;ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00;000 N AM,i:HOME 

CURREN" ALARM AND STATUS ITEMS ';'ikitRepeat 

Common Equipment Status: OK 
Network Ports: 

POaT 1: 
PORT 2: 
PORT 3: 
PORT 4: 
PORT 5: 
PORT 6: 
POl\17: 
POltr,8: 

LOS, RED, UAS 15 MINMJ 
LOS. REDt UAS 15 MIN MJ' 
Not Present 
Not Present 
Not Present 
Not Present 
Not Present 
Not Present 

V.35 port: RTS ONt DBR.ON, CTS ON', RiSDON 
Current V.3S port rate -3jt)56 Mbtt/s/sec 

. Fipre 4.3.2 

Following $te theAlann and SQt\J$ i~ems (severity) that may appear. The 
Common ~ipment aiarms'·and statUS wilt appeat:fiist, foUowed by the 
Network and the OTH alarms and status. 
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NETWORK 

Not Present 
LOS 
LOF 
AIS det 
AIS 
RED 
YELdet· 
YEL 
Failed Signal 
Xmt Failed 
User Line Lpbk 
User· Payload Lpbk 
HW Linetpbk 
HW PayloadLpbk 
* Active 
Excessive Delay 
sefCOdeDetected 
Reset Code Detected 
CRC Threshold 
SES Threshold 
U AS Threshold 
BPV MN/MJ 
OOF MN/MJ 
BPV 15 Min MN/MJ 
CRCs 15 Min MN/MJ 
ES .15·Min MN/MJ 
SES 15 Min MN/MJ 
UAS 15 Min MN/MJ 
BPV s 24 Hr MN/MJ 
CRCs 24 Hr MN .M] 
ES 24 Hr MNIMJ 
SES 24 Hr MN/MJ 
UAS 24 Hr MN/MJ 

External Alarm 
Proc Restart 
RAM Test Fail 
ROM Checksum Fail 
NoExt Clk 
Primary elk 
secondary elk 
Internal elk 
Sync#Net 1 
Sync-Net 2 
Sync-Net J 
Sync .. Net .. 
Sync-Net 5 
Sync-Net 6· 
Sync-Net 7 
Sync-Net? 
Sync,NetS 
No Net Sync 

HSSI Channel Lpbk 
User Lpbk 
V.35 LT Lpbk 
DTE Loss 
DTROn 
RTSOn 
RLB On 
LTOn 
TAOn 
LA On 
LB On 
DSR On 
CTSOn 
RLSD On 
TMOn 
CAOn 
LeOn 

* Note: If the DL3800 is in Inverse Mux m.ode and receiving I-Framing on the 
Tl without Blue, Yellow or .Red Alarms or Major Alarm Thresholds 
being exceeded, the Alarm&. Status display williead ACTIVE. 

In Single DSU Mode. the DL3800 is ACTIVE if it is receiving valid 
Tl pulses from the network without Blue. Yel~ow at Red Alarms or . 
Major Alarm Thresholds being exceeded and 1) if in HSSI mode thee 
T A must be asserted.or 2) if in non-HSSI mode the user must select 
DTR or RTS. 

A Blue, Yellow or Red Alarm or the e~ceeding of~ajor Alarm 
ThreshDlds.will cause the Tl tD be taken out of service. 
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Idted 

this menu item allows ;th~ 9ser to l:lC~SS the performance 
STATIstICS sub~menu'otany TlpQrt.,liighlight 
SiT ATISTICS in the Invel'~MuxMainMenu and strike the 
ENTER key. The STAtISTICS Menu (f'igure 4.3.3a} will 
apPear on the screen. " . 

STAl1STICS 

11/18/91 17;56:47 
Loss of Erame 

11/18/91 r'7:56:58 
Loss of Frame Idled 

Unit:l 

Unit: 1 

NET: 2 

NET:2 

(3) 

(3) 

DIGITAL LINK DL3800 SR XX NOPE 1 :fiOME . mm/dd/vy hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

STATISTICS MENU Exit 

NET\"VORK 1 5T ATISTICS 
NETWORK 2 8T ATISTICS 
NETWORK 3 5T A iISTICS 
NETWORK 4 STATISTICS 
NBTWORK S,'STATISTIBS 
NETWORK 6 STATISTICS 
NETW'ORK7 STATISTICS 
NETWORK 8 'STATISTICS 

Fi~e.i: .. :),,~l . : 

'Fo~dewthe ~Pf~ce· .. st.t~tiq of an V one Tl portt 
highlight that port and ~t~ke' ENTE1\.. ·,The NET ST A TIS~ 
TICS for that port (Figure 4.3.3b) will appear on the screen. 

The NET STATISTICS display presents the current and 
network performance statistics for the CURRENT 15~minute 
interval, for the past 24 hours (CUMULA rIVE I) and the 24 
hours preceding that interval (CUMULATIVE 2), in 15~ 
minute increments. It: also allows the user to Clear the 
display and reset the counters. If the counters were reset 
within the past 24 hours, CUMULATIVE 2 will not display 
any errors. 
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STATISTICS MENU (SCREEN #1) 

Major 11/18/91 17:56:47 Unit:l NET: 2 (33) 
Loss of Frame 

Idled ·11/18/91 17:56:58 Unit: 1 NET :2 (13) 
Loss of Frame Idled 

DIGITAL LINK DL3800 SR XX NODE 1 :HOME mm/dd/vv hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: LOO.OOJ N AME:HOME 

NET STATISTICS • PORT 1 Exit Next Repeat Clear Page 1 
CURRENT SECONDS:177 PAST INTERVALS:39 ERROR FREE SECONDS: 100% 

CV ES ES·A ES·B SES SAS AISS UAS 
CURRENT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CUMULATIVE 1 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 
CUMULATIVE 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

15:03·15:18 
14:48· 15:03 
14:33 • 14:48 
14:18· 14:33 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FIGURE 4.3~3b 

To view additional pages with tl)ijset ofperfqr~ancedClta, 
press the CURSOR down arrowt,or to vjew the previous page, 
the CURSOR up arrow. 

Additional NET STA TIST1CSare preseated ina second 
screen (Figures 4.3.3c). To view additional pages with this set 
of performance data, press t'he CURSOR·down arrow, or to 
view the previous page, the CURSOR uparrow. 
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Major 11/18/91 17:56!47 Unibl NET: 2 (33) 
Loss of Frame 

Idled 11/18/91 17:56~58 Unit: 1 NET:2 (3) 
losS ofFmme Idled 

DIGITAL LINK DL3800 SR XX NODE l:HOME mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss MN 
SHLECTED DE:-VlCE ADDRESS: 1;00.000 NAME:HOME 

NET STATISTICS ~ Port I ' ·Bxil Next Repeat Clear Pag<r 1 
CURRENT SECONDS:177 PAST INTERVALS:39 ERROR FIlEE SECOND$:lOO% 

CSS OOF SPV FES 
CURRENT 0 0 0 0 

CUMULATIVE 1 0 0 0 0 
CUMULAT·l'JE .2 0 0 0 0 
15:03 ~ 15:18 0 0 0 0 
14:48 # 15:03 0 0 \) 0 
14:l3 ' 14:48 0 0 0 0 
14:18 ~··14!33 0 0 0 0 

C V A CODE· VIOLATU:;'N . (OV) is a (:001)£0£ . Frame synchronization ';bit: 
en<*,s (f~) in the Super Framf (SF) format, ota .:aunt of the CRC .. 6 
errors in' the·' Extended &..~r:·Prame (ESF)fot:ma:t occurring dUring 
the 'accumulation period. 

ES An :ERR.OREDSECONJ;) (ES),in.the dase ofESF, is the count of 
one~second intervals containing one or more CRC..o errors, or one or 
more CS events, or one or more SEF events. In the case of SF. this 
parameter is a count ofiline.~$ttbnd intervals containing one or more 
SSP eventS, or OneotmofeCSeventS~;·:···· .', .. , ... 

ES .. A In ESF format onlYf this is~ C()Unt ofon.e~/jj1cond intervals with 
exactly one CRC-6, no SEr and no CS events. 

ES .. B In ESF format only, tru$is~,;c~t ofo~*secqnd intervals with no 
less :that 2 and not more that :H 9 CRC-6 errors, no SEF events and no 
CS ~vents. 

SES In,ij.sp f~att Sever~Jy Ern;JJ:e4 Seronds.are defined as a count of one
~dndintemls with3Ie{)rti~e CRC.:6 err:ms, or an SEF defect. In 
SFt ~it is the count ofOM"&etdfu.flnt~rvals with eight or more FE 
events or an SEF defect. . . , 
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SAS In ESP only, this parameter is the count or one~second intervals 
containing one or more SEF defects or one or more AIS (Alarm 
indication Signal) defects. 

AISS This parameter is a count of one~~condintervals containing one orr, 
more AIS defects. 

UAS This is a count of one~second intervals in which the DS} path has 
been unavailable. The DSI path is determined to be unavailable from 
the onset of 10 contiguous SESs, or the onset of the cOndition leadirig 
to a failure. 

ess The Controlled Slip Second is a count of one~second intervals 
containing one or more controlled slips. 

OOF This is the number of seconds that the signalhasbe:en out of frame . 
during the accumulation period. This counter is suppressed; dl/Jringi 

an LOS (loss of signal) condition. A total of 80 OOFs in a 10 second 
sliding window (approximately 10-3) will create a Major Alarm and 
5 OOFs in a 600 second sliding window (approximately l(TO) will 
create a Minor Alarm . 

. BPV This display provides the number of BillOlar Viol':lt~()ns (BPV~)th(lt 
have occurred during the accumulation period. A total of 154.30' •.. 
BPVs in a 10 second sliding window (approximately JO~J) will create 
a Major Alarm and 916 BPV s in a 600 second sliding window 
(approximately 10-6) will create a Minor Alarm. 

PES This display provides a count of the number of seconds containing 
FRAMING· BITS' that have been inerrot during the accumulation 
period. 

TABLE 4.3.3 

4.3.4 EVENT HISTORY 

This screen allows the user to review and dear the alarm and 
status history of the DL3800. 

To view the EVENT HISTORY, moverhe highlight bar to 
EVENT HISTORY in the Node Main Menu and strike the 
ENTER k~y. Use the UPanaOOWN CURSOR keys to move 
ahead to the next page or back to the previouS.page of the Event 
History Menu. . 

All messages contail). the following: 
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Major 

Idled 

ALARM LEVEL: 
Major 
Minor 

Idled 
Status 

DATE & TIME: 

ADDRESS: 

DEVICE: 

EVENT CODE: 

Service affecting 
Needs attention) but not yet 
service affecting 
Alarm condition has expired 
Non~service-affecting event 
Date and Time of the occurrence or 
expiration of the alarm/state. 
The address is the physical 
location. 
The device reporting the status 
and alarm condition (Unit #), 
and the type of device (NET, DTE 
or NODE). . 
Number designation for type of 
alarm or status condition. This 
number will be useful when 
contacting the factory. 

DESCRIPTION: Describes the event. 

To clear the report of aU History Events, move the 
highlight bar to CLEAR HISTORY and strike the 
ENTER key. Figure 4.3.4 is an example of the 
EVENT HISTORY Menu. 

EVENT HISTORY MENU 

11/18/91 17:56:47 
Loss of Frame 

11/18/91 17:56:58 
Loss of Frame Idled 

Unit:l 

Unit: 1 

NET: 2 

NET:2 

(33) 

(13) 

DIGITAL LINK DL.3800 SR XX NODE 1 :HOME mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

EVENT HlSTORY Exit Repeat Clear History Page 1 

Idled 11/18/91 09;02:10 Unit 1 NET 2 (29) 
Yellow Signal Detected Idled 

Major 11/18/91 09:02:06 Unit 1 NET 2 (30) 
Yellow Alarm 

Status 11/18/91 08:58:09 Unit 1 NET 2 (29) 
Yellow Signal Detected 

Idled 11/18/91 08:58:01 Unit 2 NET 3 (29) 
Y eUow Signal Detected Idled 

Minor 11/18/91 08:56:24 Unit 1 N<Xie (36) 
ROM Checksum Failed 

FIGURE 4.3.4 
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Major 

Idled 

4.3.5 CONFIGURATION 

The CONFIGURATION menu item provides access to a 
series of sub~menus to configure various parameters of the 
unit, DTE and network. 

Highlight CONFIGURATION in the INVERSE MULTI, 
PLEXER main menu and strike the ENTER key to access the 
CONFIGURATION Menu shown in Figure 4.3.5. 

CONFIGURATION 

11/18/91 17:56:47 
Loss of Frame 

11/18/91 17:56:58 
Loss of Frame Idled 

Unit:l 

Unit: 1 

NET:2 

NET:2 

(33) 

(13) 

DIGITAL LINK DL3800 SR XX NODE l:HOME mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

CONFIGURATION MENU EXIT 

Unit 
DTE 
Network 
Network Thresholds 
Save Configuration 

Figure 4.3.5 

To access any of the configuration sub,menus, highlight the 
desired item and strike the ENTER key. Following are samples 
and descriptions of the sub,menus that can be accessed from 
the CONFIGURATION menu. 

4.3.5.1 UNIT CONFIGURATION 

Highlighting UNIT and striking the ENTER key accesses the 
UNIT CONFIGURATON menu shown in Figure 4.3.5.1. 
The configurable items and options are described in Table 
4.3.5.1. 

The following parameters can be set or changed for the 
Node: DATE; TIME; ALARM ENABLE, AUTOMATIC 
BACKUP; FRONT PANEL; UNIT NUMBER, UNIT 
NAME and LOCAL TERMINAL BAUD RATE, 
BITS/PARITY, STOP BITS, X,ON/X,OFF and 
MULTIDROP MODE. HARDW ARE, SOFfW ARE and 
MIB REVISIONS are view only items and cannot be changed. 
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UNIT CONFIGURATION MENU 

Major 11/18/91 17:56:47 Unit:1 
Loss of Frame 

Idled 11/18/91 17:56:58 Unit: 1 
Loss of Frame Idled 

NET:2 

NET :2 

(33) 

(13) 

DIGITAL LINK DL3800 SR XX NODE I:HOME mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

UNIT CONFIGURATION Exit Confirm 
DATE: 11/18/91 
TIME: 21 :22.:54 
ALARM ENABLE: Disabled 
AUTOMATIC BACKUP: 1 minute after each database change 
FRONT PANEL: On 
UNIT NUMBER: 1 
UNIT NAME: TOP 
HARDWARE REVISION: A 
SOFTWARE REVISION: 0.01.29 (DOWNLOADED) 
MIB REVISION: 1.01 AUGUST 24, 1993 

TERMINAL BAUD RATE: 9600 
TERMINAL #BITS AND PARITY: 8 bits. No parity 
TERMINAL STOP BITS: 2 bits 
TERMINALXON/XOFF: Enabled 
TERMINAL MULTIDROP; Enabled 

FIGURE 4.3.5.1 

NODE CONFIGURATION OPTIONS 

1) DATE -Move the highlight bar to 11DATE" and enter a valid date with the 
format MM/DD/YY and strike the ENTER key when finished. 
M M 1,12 month 
DD 1-31 date 
YY 0,99 year 

2) TIME, Move. the highlight bar to "TIME" and enter a valid time with the 
format HH:MM:SS and strike the ENTER key when finished. 
HH 0,23 hours . 
M M 0-59 minutes 
SS 0,59 seconds 

3) ALARM ENABLE, This option allows the user to ENABLE or DISABLE 
the DL3800 from reporting Network, DTE and common equipment alarms. 
Highlight ALARM ENABLE and, using the space bar, toggle between 
ENABLED and DISABLED until the desired choice appears. 

Table 4.3.5.1 
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4 ) AUTOMATIC BACKUP" This feature allows the user to backup the 
database to the EEPROM automatically at certain intervals or manually. 
To change the present backup mode, highlight AUTOMATIC BACKUP 
and use the space bar to toggle between the following choices; after every 
database change. 15 seconds, 30 seconds, 1 minute or five minutes after each 
change, or OFF (must change manually with SAVE CONFIGURATION). 

5) FRONT PANEL" This feature enables (ON) or disables (OFF) the users 
ability to make changes in the configuration or run tests from the front 
panel display and buttons. To change FRONT PANEL feature, highlight 
"FRONT PANEL" and use the space bar to toggle between OFF and ON 

6) UNIT NUMBER" Move the highlight bar to UNIT NUMBER and enter 
a number between 0 and 9999. Strike the ENTER key when finished. 

7) UNIT NAME" Move the highlight bar to UNIT NAME and enter 
alphanumeric name of up to 20 digits. Strike the ENTER key when finished. 

8) TERMINAL BAUD RATE" This feature selects the terminal baud rate. 
To set or change the baud rate, move the highlight bar to TERMINAL 
BAUD RATE and hit the Space Bar to toggle between the options; 300, 600, 
1200,2400,4800,9600, 19,200 and 38,400. 

9) TERMINAL PARITY & BITS" This feature selects the terminal parity. 
To set or change the local terminal parity, move the highlight bar to 
TERMINAL PARITY & BITS and hit the Space Bar to toggle between the 
options; NONE, ODD and EVEN. 

10) TERMINAL STOP BITS " This feature selects the terminal stop bit 
requirement. To set or change the requirement, move the highlight bar to 
TERMINAL STOP BITS and hit the Space Bar to toggle between the 
options. The options are 1, 1.5 or 2. 

II} TERMINAL XON/XOFF - This allows the user to enable or disable the 
XON/XOFF Flow Control feature. With the Flow Control feature ON, the 
terminal can request that the DTE quit sending data when its buffers are 
full. To set or change this feature, move the highlight bar to TERMINAL 
XON/XOFF and use the space bar to select choice. 

12) TERMINAL MULTIDROP MODE" If the terminal is connected to more 
than one DL3800, it must be in MULTIDROP MODE. If it is connected to 
only one unit, this feature can be disabled. When it is disabled. the system 
starts up directly, without the user having to log in {See Section 4.1}. To 
change this configuration, move the highlight bar to TERMINAL 
MULTIDROP MODE and use the space bar to toggle between the options, 
ENABLED and DISABLED. 

TABLE 4.3.5.1 continued 
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To update the node database with all the changes made, move 
the highlight bar to CONFIRM and strike the ENTER key. 
Changes can be confirmed after each change, or t after all 
changes have been made. This completes the node 
configuration. To abort the changes, move the highlight bar to 
EXIT and strike ENTER before confirming the changes. 
(Note: If the terminal speed, parity or stop hits are changed, it 
is necessary to change the local terminal before continuing.) 

4.3.5.2 DTE CONFIGURA nON 

This menu allows the user to configure certain parameters of 
the DTE, including the interface type, clock. source, status of 
leads and loss criteria. 

To access the DTE CONFIGURATION menu, move the 
highlight har to DTE CONFIGURA TION in the 
CONFIGURATION menu and hit ENTER. Figure 4.3.5.2 is 
an example of the DTE CONFIGURATION menu and Table 
4.3.5.2 describes the menu items. 

DTE CONFIGURATION MENU 

Major 11/18/91 17:56:47 Unit: 1 
Loss of Frame 

Idled 11/18/91 17:56:58 Unit: 1 
Loss of Frame Idled 

NET: 2 

NET:2 

(33) 

(13) 

DIGIT At LINK DL3800 SR XX NODE 1 :HOME mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

DTE CONFIGURA TION Exit Confirm 

DTE INTERFACE V.35 

V.35/RS,449 OPTIONS: 
CLOCK: SCT T x Clock: INVERTED Rx Clock: INVERTED 
RLSD MODE: AUTOMATIC 
DSR MODE: AUTOMATIC 
CTS MODE: AUTOMATIC 
TM MODE: AUTOMA TIC 
DTE LOSS DETECTION: R TS 

Figure 4.3.5.3 
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DTE INTERFACE ~ This allows the user to select V.35, RS449 or HSSI as 
the DTE INTERFACE. To change the present DTE INTERFACE, use the 
up and down arrow keys to highlight DTE INTERFACE use the space bar to 
toggle between V.35, RS~449 and HSSI until the desired choice appears. 
Highlight CONFIRM and strike the ENTER key to confirm the change. 

CLOCK ~ This line item allows the user to enable either the SCT or SCTE 
leads and to set the transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) to Normal or Inverted 
mode. To set the DTE CLOCK parameters, use the up and down arrow keys 
to highlight the configurable CLOCK items and use the space bar to toggle 
between the selections until the desired choice appears. The options are SCT 
or SCTE, Tx NORMAL or INVERTED and Rx NORMAL or INVERTED. 
When the desired selection is in the display, highlight CONFIRM and 
strike the ENTER key to confirm the change. 

RLSD (Receive Line Signal Detected) - This allows the user to ASSERT, 
DEASSERT, or set to AUTOMATIC the RLSD leads. To change or set the 
RLSD lead status, use the up and down arrow keys to highlight RLSD and 
use the space bar to toggle between ASSERT, DEASSERT or AUTO~ 
MATIC until the desired choice appears. Highlight CONFIRM and 
strike the ENTER key to confirm the change. 

DSR (Data Set Ready) , This allows the user to ASSERT, DEASSERT, or 
set to AUTOMATIC the DSR leads. To change or set the DSR lead 
status, use the up and down arrow keys to highlight RLSD and use the space 
bar to toggle between ASSERT, DEASSERT or AUTOMATIC until the 
desired choice appears. Highlight CONFIRM and strike the ENTER key to 
confirm the change. 

CTS (Clear to Send) , This allows the user to ASSERT, DEASSERT, or set 
to AUTOMATIC the CTS leads. To change or set the CTS lead status, use 
the up and down arrow keys to highlight CTS and use the space bar to toggle 
between ASSERT, DEASSERT or AUTOMATIC until the desired choice 
appears. Highlight CONFIRM and strike ENTER to confirm the change. 

TM (Test Mode) , This allows the user to ASSERT, DEASSERT, or set to 
AUTOMATIC the TM leads. To change or set the TM lead status, use the 
up and down arrow keys to highlight TM and use the space bar to toggle 
between ASSERT, DEASSERT or AUTOMATIC until the desired choice 
appears. Highlight CONFIRM and strike ENTER to confirm the change. 

DTE LOSS DETECTION, This allows the user to set the criteria by which 
a DTE Loss of Signal will be detected. To change or set the DTE LOSS 
criteria, use the up and down arrow keys to highlight DTE LOSS 
DETECTION and use the space bar to toggle between the choices; RTS, 
DTR and NONE. When the desired choice is shown, highlight CONFIRM 
and strike ENTER to confirm the change. 

Table 4.3.5.2 
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Major 

Idled 

4.3.5 .. 3 NETWORK CONFIGURATION 

This menu item allows the user to set various parameters of 
each of the Tl lines, as well as select the primary and 
secondary clock sources, various thresholds. 

To access the NETWORK CONFIGURATION menu, move 
the highlight bar to NETWORK CONFIGURATION in the 
CONFIGURATION Menu and hit ENTER. 

The DU800 is ordered from the factory for operation as either 
a DSU or a CSU. The NETWORK CONFIGURATION 
menu will be slightly different. depenqing on which version 
DL3800 is being 4sed. Figure 4.3.5.3a shows the NETWORK 
CONFIGURATION menu of the DSU version and Figure 
4.3.5.3b shows the screen when of the CSU version. Table 
4.3.5.3 describes the various parameters included. 

NETWORK CONFIGURATION SCREEN (DSU MODE) 

11/18/91 17:56:47 Unit:l NET: 2 (33) 
Loss of Frame 

11/18/91 17:56:58 Unit: 1 NET :2 (13) 
Loss of Frame Idled 

DIGITAL LINK DU800 SR XX NODE 1 :HOME mm/dd/vv hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

NETWORK CONFIGURA TION Ex:it Confirm 

Port Alarm Active/Restore Mode Frame Linecode 
1 Report Use w/auto restore ESF B8ZS 
2 Report Use w/auto restore ESF BSZS 
3 Report Always use ESF B8ZS 
4 Mask Never use ESF BSZS 
5 Mask Never use ESF BSZS 
6 Mask Never use ESF BSZS 
7 Mask Never use ESF B8ZS 
8 Mask Never use ESF MZS 

Primary Clock Source: Xmt: Net Rev: Net 1 
Secondary Clock Source: Xmt: Net Rcv: Net 2 

Equal.. FDL 
0'~132' ON 
0'~132! ON 
0'·132' ON 
0'·132' ON 
0'·132' ATT 
0'·132' ATT 
0'·132' ATT 
0'·132' ATT 

DSU MODE: Single Tl DSU Suppress Yellow Detect: Enabled 
Second Error restoral interval: 5 minutes 
Hardware Revision: Port 3&4: Port 5&6: Port 7&8 

Figure4.3.5.3a 
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Set/Reset 
Enable 
Enable 
Enable 
Enable 
Disable 
Disable 
Disable 
Disable 



NETWORK CONFIGURATION SCREEN (CSU MODE) 

Major 11/18/91 17:56:47 Unit:l NET:2 (33) 
Loss of Frame 

Idled 11/18/91 17:56:58 Unit: 1 NET:2 (13) 
Loss of Frame Idled 

DIGITAL LINK DL3800 SR XX NODE 1 :HOME mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

NETWORK CONFIGURATION Exit Confirm 

Port Alarm Active/Restore Frame Linecode LBO JIT EGL FDL Set/Reset 
1 Report Always use ESF BSZS OdB TX 36 ON Enable 
2 Report Never use ESF B8ZS OdB TX 36 ON Enable 
3 Report Never use ESF BSZS OdB TX 36 ON Enable 
4 Mask Never use ESF BSZS OdB RX 36 ON Enable 
5 Mask Never use ESF B8ZS OdB RX 36 ATT Disable 
6 Mask Never use ESF BSZS OdB RX 36 ATT Disable 
7 Mask Never use ESF B8ZS OdB RX 36 ATT Disable 
8 Mask Never use ESF B8ZS OdB RX 36 ATT Disable 

Primary Clock Source: Xmt: Net Rev: Net 1 
Secondary Clock Source: Xmt: Net Rev: Net 2 
DSU MODE: Inverse Mux (Standard Operation) Suppress Yellow Detect: Enabled 
Second Error restoral interval: 5 minutes 
Hardware Revision: Port 3&4: Port 5&6: Port 7&8 

Figure 4.3.5.3b 

ALARM, This item allows the user to enable (REPORT) or disable 
(MASK) the DL3800 from reporting alarms from any of the individual Tl 
network ports. To change the present ALARM mode, use the up and down 
arrow keys to highlight the ALARM item in the appropriate line for the 
desired port and use the space bar to toggle between REPORT and MASK. 
Highlight CONFIRM and strike the ENTER key to confirm any change. 

ACTIVE/RESTORE MODE • This option selects the ACTIVE/RESTORE 
MODE the each of the Tl network ports. To change the present mode, use 
the up and down arrow keys to highlight the ACTIVE!RESTORE MODE 
option for the desired port and use the space bar to toggle between the 
following selections until the desired choice appears: Use w/auto restore 
(failed line is restored automatically when problem is solved); Use w/manual 
restore (user must manuaIly restore line); Never Use (never mux data onto 
this line); Always Use (always mux data onto this line, even when it is bad) 

Table 4.3.5.3 
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FRAMING FORMA T, This allows the user to select either ESF or D4 
(SF) as the FRAMING FORMAT for the individual Tl network ports. To 
change the present FRAMING FORMAT mode, use the up and down arrow 
keys to highlight: the FRAMING FORMAT item in the appropriate line for 
the desired port and use the space bar to toggle between ESF and D4 until 
the desired choice appears. 

LINE CODE, This allows the user to select either B8ZS or AMI as the 
LINE CODE for the individual Tl network portS. To change the present 
LINE CODE t use the up and down arrow keys to highlight the LINE CODE 
item in the appropriate line for the desired port and use· the space bar to 
toggle between ESF and D4 until the desired choice appears. 

EQUALIZATION (DSU ONLY)~ This allows the user to select LINE 
EQUALIZATION distance for the individual Tl network ports. To change 
the present EQUALIZATION level, use the up and down arrow keys to 
highlight the EQUALIZATION item in the appropriate line for the desired 
port and use the space bar to tQggle between the following selections until the 
desired choice appears: 0' .. 132'; 133' .. 265'; 266' .. 398'; 399' .. 5321 or 533' .. 655' .. 

LBO (CSU ONLY) .. This allows the user to select the LBO (LINE 
BUILOOUT) for the individual Tl network ports. To change the present 
LBO. use the up and down arrow keys to highlight the LBO item in the 
appropriate line for the desired port and use the space bar to t<>ggle between 
the following selections until the OdB, .. 7.5dB, .. 15dB and .. 22.5dB. 

JIT (CSU ONLY) .. This allows the user to set JITTER ATTENUATION to 
either the Transmit (TX) or Receive (RX) side of the line. To change 
the present JITTER ATTENUATION side, use the up and down arrow keys 
to highlight the }IT item in the appropriate line for the desired port and use 
the space bar to toggle between 36dB and <26dB until the desired choice 
appears. 

EGL (CSU ONLY) .. This allows the user to set the EQUALIZER GAIN 
LIMIT at either up to 36dB or less than 26dB. To change the present 
EQUALIZER GAIN LIMIT, use the up and down arrow keys to highlight 
the EGL item in the appropriate line for the desired port and use the space 
bar to toggle between TX and RX until the desired choice appears 

FDL ~ This allows the user to tum the FDL ON or OFF and to select A T& T 
54016 or ANSI T1.403 reporting standards. When ON, the DL3800 
supports both standards. When set to A TT or ANSI. the user is selecting 
ONLY that standard. To change the FDL, highlight the FDL line for the 
desired port and. using the space bar, toggle between ON, OFF, A TT and 
ANSI until the desired choice appears. 

Table 4.3.5.3 
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SET/RESET ~ This allows the user to set the DL3800 to recognize (ENABLE) 
or ignore (DISABLE) the standard CSU loop back set and reset codes. 
Highlight the SET/RESET line for the desired port and, using the space bar, 
toggle between ON, OFF, A TT and ANSI until the desired choice appears. 

PRIMAR Y CLOCK SOURCE ~ This allows the user to select either the 
PRIMARY CLOCK SOURCE, transmit (xmt) and receive {rcv} for the 
individual TI network ports. To change the present Primary Clock Source, 
use the up and down arrow keys to highlight either Xmt or Rev on the 
Primary~Clock Source line and use the space bar to toggle between the choices. 
For Xmt (transmit) the choices are Network (NET), External (EXT) and 
Internal (INT). For Rcv (receive) the choices are Net~l through Net 8 (each 
of the individual Tl network ports) or Auto (the unit selects the best source). 

SECONDARY CLOCK SOURCE, This allows the user to select either the 
SECONDARY CLOCK SOURCE, transmit (xmt) and receive (rcv) for the. 
individual Tl network ports. To change the present SECONDARY CLOCK 
SOURCE, use the up and down arrow keys to highlight either Xmt or Rcv 
on the Secondary Clock Source line and use the space bar to toggle between 
the choices. For Xmt (transmit) the choices are Network (NET), External 
(EXT) and Internal (INT). For Rev (receive) the choices are Net,} through 
Net 8 (each of the individual Tl network ports) or Auto (the unit selects the 
best source) until the desired choice appears. 

DSU MODE, This allows the user to set the DL3800 up as a DSU, with one 
DTE and one Network port. To change the present DSU MODE level, use 
the up and down arrow keys to highlight the DSU MODE item and use the 
space bar to toggle between the following selections until the desired choice 
appears: INVERSE MUX (standard operation) or SINGLE TI DSU. 
Highlight CONFIRM and strike the ENTER key to confirm the change. 

SUPPRESS YELLOW DETECT ' This item allows the user to configure the 
unit to ignore or report yellow alarm conditions when in D4 framing. To 
change the pre.sent SUPPRESS YELLOW DETECT, use the up and down 
arrow keys to highlight the item and use the space bar to toggle between 
ENABLED and DISABLED until the desired choice appears. Highlight 
CONFIRM and strike the ENTER key to confirm the change. 

SECOND ERROR RESTORAL INTERV AL ~ This item selects the time 
that a failed TI line must run without errors in order to be restored 
automatically. If a network alarm is exceeded for a second time within the 
selected window (15 minutes or 24 hours), the line will not be restored. To 
change the present Restoral Interval, use the up and down arrow keys to 
highlight the item and use the space bar to toggle between the following 
selections until the desired choice appears: Immediate, 5, 10, 15 or 30 seconds 
and 1, 5, 10 and 15 minutes). 

Table 4.3.5.3 
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NETWORK THRESHOLDS 

This Menu allows the user to enable/disable the automatic 
FALLBACK feature and set the various Network Alarm 
Thresholds that will cause the Tl lines to automatically be 
taken out of service. 

Figure 4.3.5.4 is an example of the NETWORK ALARM 
THRESHOLDS configuration screen. 

NETWORK THRESHOLDS· CONFIGURATION 

Major 11/18/91 17:56:47 Unit:l NET: 2 

NET:2 

(33) 

(13) 
Loss of Frame 

Idled 11/18/91 17:56:58 Unit: 1 
Loss of Frame Idled 

DIGITAL LINK DL3800 SR XX NODE 1 : HOME mm/ddfyy hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

NETWORK ALARM THRESHOLDS Exit Confirm 

CONSECUTIVE THRESHOLDS FALLBACK SECONDS 
eRC Seconds Enabled 31 
SES Disabled 10 
UAS Disabled 10 

INTERVAL THRESHOLDS 15 MINUTES 24 HOURS 
FALLBACK MAJOR MINOR FALLBACK MAJOR MINOR 

BPV Err Sec (1 OE,3) Enabled 100 100 Disabled 10 10 
CRC Seconds 
ES 
SES 
UAS 

Disabled 100 100 Disabled 10 10 
Disabled 100 100 Disabled 10 10 
Disabled 100 100 Disabled 10 10 
Disabled 100 100 Disabled 10 10 

FIGURE 4.3.5.2 

Through the CONSECUTIVE THRESHOLDS section of this 
menu, the user disables or enables the fallback condition 
relating to the number of consecutive seconds (from 1 to 100) 
in which a CRCt SES or UAS alarm threshold is exceeded. To 
Enable or Disable the FALLBACK feature, highlight the 
appropriate item and use the space bar to select your choice. To 
change the number of errored consecutive seconds that will 
cause that Tl line to go out of service, highlight the 
appropriate item and strike ENTER. When the highlight bar 
is blank, type in the num ber of seconds desired. 
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4.3.5.5 

The INTERV AL THRESHOLDS section of this menu allows 
the user to enable or disable the FALLBACK feature relating 
to the number of in~error seconds (from 1 to 900) occurring in a 
15 .. minute period or number of in,error 15 .. minute intervals in 
a 24~hour period that will cause a MAJOR or MINOR alarm. 
To Enable or Disable the FALLBACK feature, highlight the 
appropriate item and use the space bar to select your choice. To 
change the number of in error seconds or 15~minute intervals 
that will cause a MAJOR or MINOR network alarm, 
highlight the appropriate item and strike ENTER. When the 
highlight bar is blank, type in the number desired. 

SA VE CONFIGURATION 

This option allows the user to manually backup the database to 
EEPROM at any time To SAVE CONFIGURATION and 
backup the database to EEPROM, highlight the SAVE 
CONFIGURATION in the CONFIGURATION menu and 
strike the ENTER key. 

4.3.6 SYSTEM UTILITIES 

The SYSTEM UTILITIES MENU in the INVERSE MULTIPLEXER 
Main Menu is used to access sub .. menus in the DL3800 to configure 
various system utilities and perform certain functions with the 
DL3800. These SYSTEM UTILITIES include SOFTWARE 
DOWNLOAD, DELETE ENTIRE NODE CONFIGURATION, 
LOGIN CONFIGURATION, SNMP CONFIGURATION, AND 
SAVE CONFIGURATION. 

To access the SYSTEM UTILITIES MENU, highlight SYSTEM 
UTILITIES in the INVERSE MUL TIPLEXER MAIN MENU and 
strike the ENTER key. 

Figure 4.3.6 is an example of the SYSTEM UTILITIES MENU that 
will appear. To access any of the sub .. menus or perform certain 
functions, highlight that line item and strike the ENTER key. 
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SYSTEMUTILmES MENU 

Major 11/18/91 17:56:47 Unit: 1 
Loss of Frame 

Idled 11/18/91 . 17:56:58 Unit: 1 
Loss of Frame Idled 

NET: 2 

NET :2 

(33) 

(13) 

DIGITAL LINK DL3800 SR XX NODE l:HOME mm/dd/vv hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

4.3.6.1 

SYSTEM UTILITIES MENU Exit 
Software Download 
DELETE Entire Unit Configurati.on 
Login Configuration 
SNMP Configuration 
SA VE Configuration 

Figure 4.3.6 

SOFTWARE DOWNLOAD 

This selection allows the user to choose the desired mode for 
upgrading the software revision level of the DL3800 via 
download if this option is available. 

Highlight SOFTW ARE DOWNLOAD in the SYSTEM 
UTILITIES menu and hit ENTER. The SOFTWARE 
DOWNLOAD Menu (Figure 4.3.6.1) will appear on the 
screen. 

SOFTWARE DOWNLOAD MENU 

Major 11/18/91 17:56:47 Unit:} NET: 2 

NET:2 

(33) 

(13) 
Loss of Frame 

Idled 11/18/91 17:56:58 Unit: 1 
Loss qf Frame Idled 

DIGITAL LINK DL3800 SR XX NODE 1 :HQME mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

DOWNLOAD NEW SOFTWARE 

DOWNLOAD PROTOCOL: None 

Figure 4.3.6.1 

Exit Confirm' 

To download new software to the DL3800, the following 
equipment is needed. 
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An IBM PC with hard disk drive capable of reading an 
MS DOS binary file is required. Digital Link provides 
a 3.5 inch floppy formatted for 1.4 MBytes for 
downloading software. 

A terminal emulation program such as Procomm, 
Mirror or Xtalk with VT100 or ANSI emulation that 
supports Xmodem binary transfer protocol is required. 

Make the proper RS232 connection between the PC and 
the DL3800. A DB9 (terminal) connector is pinned 
out on the DL3800 such that the use of a nun modem 
is not necessary. DB9 to DB25 adaptors may be needed 
depending upon the PC used. 

Perform the following steps to download software: 

1. Copy the files, DL3800.RAM off the floppy onto the 
hard drive on the PC. 

2. Execute the emulation program on the PC and set it up 
match the DL3800 comm port configuration. Default 
configuration for the DL3800 is 9600 Baud, 8 bits, No 
parity, 2 stop bits and connect the PC serial port to the 
DL3800. 

3. If the DL3800 is set up for "Direct Terminal ll configur
ation, typing a tlCtrl,L" will refresh the screen. If it is 
set up for multidrop mode, see Section 4.1 on how to Log 
in to a unit. 

4. Select the "Software Download" option on the main 
menu then stroll down to where it says IINone" and hit 
the space bar until the desired mode appears and 
hit ENTER. The DL3800 is now ready to receive a file. 

5. Enter the file transfer mode on the terminal emulation 
program and transfer the appropriate file. The file 
ttansfer will take at least 30 minutes at 9600 baud. 

6. Once the file has downloaded, the DL3800 will take up 
to 30 seconds to reboot. This will be done automatically. 
If any communications errors were encountered, it may 
be necessary to perform this operation again. 
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4.3.6.3 

Note: The following steps are recommended before initiating 
the download process: 

* Disable all control lead dependencies (RTS, CTS, DCD, 
etc.) 

* Enable XON/XOFF flow control. 

* Disable DCD (Data Carrier Detect) aborts (especially 
on Procomm. 

DELETE ENTIRE NODE CONFIGURATION 
** W ARNlNG: THIS COMMAND MAl ADVERSELY 
AFFECT SERVICE.* 

Deleting the node database causes the node, and any other 
device!s database within that node, to be reset to the factory 
default setting. AU device names will be erased, and all 
connections will be removed. The time and date, however, will 
remain the same and the node number will be set to 110.00.00". 

As the warning states above, if there are any valid connections 
in the node. execution of this command may interrupt service. 

To delete the entire Node configuration, move the highlight 
bar to DELETE ENTIRE NODE CONFIGURATION and 
strike the ENTER key. The change must then be confirmed. 
Move the highlight bar to CONFIRM and strike the ENTER 
key. Deleting the entire Node configuration puts all 
parameters back to their Factory Default Settings. 

LOGIN CONFIGURATION 

This screen allows the user to designate a NAME, 
PASSWORD and ACCESS PRIVILEGE LEVEL for up to 
eight users. 

When the unit is shipped, the factory default is "no name" and 
"no password." Striking the ENTER key bypasses both of these 
parameters until the first name and password are entered. 

To access the LOGIN CONFIGURATION menu, move the 
highlight bar to LOGIN CONFIGURATION in the N<Xle 
Main Menu and strike the ENTER key. Figure 4.3.6.3 is an 
example of the LOGIN CONFIGURATION MENU. 
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Major 

Idled 

11/18/91 17:56:47 
Loss of Frame 

11/18/91 17:56:58 
Loss of Frame Idled 

Unit:l 

Unit: 1 

NET: 2 

NET :2 

(33) 

(13) 

DIGITAL LINK DL3800 SR XX NODE I:HOME mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

LOGIN CONFIGURATION Exit 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

User Identification Password 

Wilson 
Hoover 
Franklin 
Bermuda 

Woodrow 
Herbert 
Ben 
Atlantic 

Confirm 
Access Type(s) 

Full Access 
Maintenance 
Provision 
Full Access 
No Access 
No Access 
No Access 
No Access 

AUTOMATIC LOGOUT: Off. (Must use Logout to return to login prompt). 

FIGURE 4.3.6.3 

Note: Name and Password are "case sensitive." 

OnJy those users who are granted "Full Access" class can view 
or change this screen. 

The name and password can be any alphanumeric designation 
up to 16 characters in length. To enter a name or password, 
move the highlight bar to the appropriate line and column and 
type in the alphanumeric designation. Move the highlight bar 
to CONFIRM and strike ENTER to confirm the changes. 

To designate the access privileges that a particular user is to 
be allowed, move the highlight bar to that column of the menu 
on the user line and, using the space bar, toggle between the 
following options; FULL ACCESS, MAINTENANCE, 
PROVISION, PROVISION+MAINTENANCE, NO 
ACCESS and DISPLA Y ONLY. 

FULL ACCESS CLASS allows the user to view any menu and 
perform any function. It is the only access class where the user 
is allowed to view the LOGIN CONFIGURATION menu and 
assign names, passwords and access levels to users. This user 
is also the only one who can change the SNMP Configuration, 
Download Software or Delete Entire Node Configuration. 
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MAINTENANCE designation allows the user to clear the 
event history Log, clear statistics and initiate tests. 

PROVISION access level allows the user to configure 
the DL3800. 

PROVISION+MAINTENANCE allows the user to perform 
all functions allowed PROVISION and MAINTENANCE 
access described above. 

DISPLA Y ONLY allows the user access to view only screens. 
This user is not allowed to make any changes or initiate tests. 

NO ACCESS is just that, the user is not allowed to access the 
Menu Screens. 

Note: If a user tries to access a screen or perform a function 
beyond the particular access level allowed, the following 
message will appear on the screen; tt Access denied .. your 
account does not have this PRIVILEGE." 

AUTOMA TIC LOOOFF allows the user to tum off the 
Automatic Logoff feature of the DL3800. Highlight the item 
and, using the space bar, toggle between OFF and ON until 
your selection appears. Move the highlight to CONFIRM and 
strike ENTER to confirm the change. 

SNMP CONFIGURATION 

Through the SNMP CONFIGURATION menu, the user 
configures the Network Manager (NMS) port on the rear 
panel of the DL3800, setting various addresses and config, 
urable items required for operation with an SNMP Network 
Manager. The DL3800 utilizes SLIP protocol over the RS232 
port to communicate with the SNMP management station. 

To access the SNMP CONFIGURATION menu, move the 
highlight bar to SNMP CONFIGURATION in the 
CONFIGURATION Menu and hit ENTER. 

These parameters can be set or changed for SNMP operation: 
NODE IP ADDRESS, NODE IP SUBNET MASK, TRAP IP 
ADDRESS, READ COMMUNITY STRING, WRITE 
COMMUNITY STRING, TRAP COMMUNITY STRING, 
SNMP BAUD RATE, BITS/PARITY, and STOP BITS. 

Figure 4.3.6.4 is an example of the SNMP CONFIG, 
URA TION MENU and Table 4.3.6.4 describes the SNMP 
parameters_ 
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Major 

Idled 

SNMP CONFIGURATION MENU 

11/18/91 17:56:47 
Loss of Frame 

11/18/91 17:56:58 
Loss of Frame Idled 

Unit:1 

Unit: 1 

NET: 2 

NET:2 

(33) 

(13) 

DIGITAL LINK DL3800 SR XX NODE 1 :HOME mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

SNMP CONFIGURATION 
NMS Serial Port (SLIP) 
Unit IP Address 1.000.003.001 
Trap IP Address 1.000.003.113 

Read Community String 
Write Community String 
Trap Community String 

SNMP Baud Rate 
SNMP # Bits & Parity 
SNMP Stop Bits 

Exit Confirm 

Unit IP Subnet Mask 255.255.255.000 

public 
public 
public 

9600 
8 bits, No parity 
2 bits 

FIGURE 4.3.6.4 

SNMP CONFIGURATION OPTIONS 

1) UNIT IP ADDRESS # The UNIT IP ADDRESS is a 32-bit quantity which 
uniquely identifies the node in the SNMP network. This address is 
used by the SNMP manager to access information from the node. To 
set or change the UNIT IP ADDRESS, move the highlight bar to 
UNIT IP ADDRESS and enter a 32,bit quantity. Strike ENTER .. 

2) UNIT IP SUBNET MASK - The UNIT IP SUBNET MASK is a 32-bit 
quantity that identifies which bits in the IP address identify the 
physical network. To set or change the UNIT SUBNET MASK, move 
the highlight bar to UNIT SUBNET MASK and enter a 32,bit 
quantity. Strike ENTER when finished. 

3) TRAP IP ADDRESS # The TRAP IP ADDRESS is a 32,bit quantity that 
identifies the SNMP manager, the address to which the node sends 
any event messages. To set or change the TRAP IP ADDRESS, move 
the highlight bar to TRAP IP ADDRESS and enter a 32,bit 
quantity. Strike ENTER when finished. 

Table 4.3.6.4 
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4) READ COMMUNITY STRING, This alphanumerical indentifier, up to 32 
charaeters in length, identifies a portion of the SNMP network that 
is able to read messages from the node. To set or change the READ 
COM.MUNITY STRING, move the highlight bar to READ 
COMMUNITY STRING and enter an alphanumerical identifier, up 
to 32 characters in length. Strike ENTER when finished. 

5) WRITE COMMUNITY STRING, This alphanumerical indentifier, up to 
32 characters in length, identifies a portion of the SNMP network 
that can write messages to the node. To set or change the WRITE 
COMMUNITY STRING) move the highlight bar to WRITE 
COMMUNITY STRING and enter an alphanumerical identifier, up 
to 32 characters in length. Strike ENTER when finished. 

6) TRAP COMMUNITY STRING ~ This alphanumerical indentifier, up to 32 
. characters in length, identifies a portion of the SNMP network that 

is able to receive event messages from the node. To set or change the 
TRAP COMMUNITY STRING, move the highlight bar to TRAP 
COMMUNITY STRING and enter an alphanumerical identifier. 
Strike ENTER when finished. 

7) SNMP BAUD RATE .. This feature selects the SNMP port's baud rate. To 
set or change the SNMP port baud rate, move the highlight bar to 
SNMP BAUD RATE and hit the Space Bar to toggle between the 
options until the desired speed appears. The options are: 300, 600, 
1200,·2400,4800,9600, 19,200 and 38,400 .. 

8) SNMP BITS & PARITY .. This feature selects the SNMP port's parity. To 
set or change the SNMP PARITY, move the highlight bar to SNMP 
BITS & PARITY and hit the Space Bar to toggle between the options 
until the desired parity appears. The options are: NONE, ODD and 
EVEN. BITS is always set at 8 . 

9) SNMP STOP BITS ~ This feature selects the SNMP manager stop bit 
requirement. Move the highlight bar to SNMP STOP BITS and hit 
the Space Bar to toggle between the options, 1, 1.5 or 2. 

Table 4.3.6.4 
" " 

To update the SNMP database with all the changes made, 
move the highlight bar to CONFIRM and strike the ENTER 
key. Changes can be confirmed after each change, or, after all 
changes have been made. (Note: If the SNMP baud rate is 
changed. it is necessary to change the baud rate at the 
connection to the SNMP manager before continuing. The 
same is true for modifying the parity and/or number of stop 
bits.) 
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4.3.6.5 SA VB CONFIGURATION 

This option allows the user to manually backup the database to 
EEPROM at any time To SAVE CONFIGURATION and 
backup the database to EEPROM, highlight the SAVE 
CONFIGURA TION in the SYSTEM UTILITIES menu and 
strike the ENTER key. 

4.3.7 TESTS 

The TESTS Menu allows the user to initiate or stop three 
types of loopbacksi a DTE/NETWORK LOOPBACK for the 
DTE, and PAYLOAD, LINE and LOCAL LOOPBACKS for 
each individual network port. 

To access the TESTS menu, move the highlight bar to TESTS 
in the DL3800 Main Menu and hit ENTER. 

Figure 4.3.7 is an example of the SNMP CONFIGURATION 
MENU. The individualloopbacks and operation of the menu 
are described below in the text following the menu 

TESTS MENU 

Major 11/18/91 17:56:47 Unit:1 
Loss of Frame 

Idled 11/18/91 17:56:58 Unit: 1 
Loss of Frame Idled 

NET: 2 

NET:2 

(33) 

(13) 

DIGITAL LINK D0800 SR XX NODE l:HOME mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

DTE AND NETWORK TESTS Exit 

DTE TESTS: 
DTE/NETWORK LOOPBACK: Off 

NETWORK TESTS: 
PORT# PAYLOAD LOOPBACK LINE LOOPBACK 

Off 1 Off 
2 Off Off 
3 Off Off 
4 Off Off 
5 Off Off 
6 Off Off 
7 Off Off 
8 Off Off 

FIGURE 4.3.7 
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Confirm 

LOCAL LOOPBACK 
Off 
Off 
Off 
Off 
Off 
Off 
Off 
Off 



To initiate a testt use the CURSOR keys to move the 
highlight har to DTE/Network Loopback or a Payload or Line 
Loopback on a selected port. Use the space bar to toggle 
between OFF and QN until ON appears in the display. 
When that selection appears in the display, move the 
highlight har to CONFIRM and strike. the ENTER key. 
To cancel a test that is running, move the highlight bar to 

.. DTE/Network Loopback. Use the space bar to toggle between 
the options until OFF appears in the display. Move the 
highlight bar to CONFIRM and press the ENTER key. 

DTWNrnTWORKLOOPBACK 

The DTE/NETWORK LOOPBACK is a bi,directional loop 
back that loops the received OTE signal hack to the DTE and 
the signal from the Tl processor back towards the Tl network. 
This loopback is used to verify the operadon of the DTE and 
associated cabling. 

PAYLOAD LOOPBACK 

The payload loopback is used to verify proper TI network 
operation of the DL3800 and the Tl network. The Payload 
Loopback loops the payload data received from the Tl network 

. back· towards the network. The data is regenerated and a new 
framing pattem is inserted prior to being looped back. In this 
way the Tl framing of the unit and network can be verified. 

LINE (NETWORK) LOOPBACK 

The line (network) loopback is used to verify the operation of 
the Tl network. The local loop back loops the data received from 
the Tl network back towards the network. The data is 
regenerated prior to being looped back, however, no additional 
processing of the data is done by the DL3800. This minimizes 
the impact of the DL3800 during this test so that network 
problems can be isolated. 

LOCAL (NETWORK) LOOPBACK 

The local {network} loopback is used to verify the operation of 
the DTE and connections. 

** WARNING; THE LOOPBACK TESTS WILL INTERRUPT TRAFFIC 
TO THE DL3800. ** 
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DTE 

Sim~ltaneous 
NetJOTE 

Loopback 

DeMux 

Payload 
Loopback 

Network 
Loopback 

CSU 
Repeater 

DL3800 

Local 
Loopback 

4.3.8 MANUAL NETWORK RESTORATION 

Through this menu, the user manually restores the 
individual Tl networks after they fail. 

T1 
Network 

To access the MANUAL NETWORK RESTORATION 
menu, move the highlight bar to MANUAL NETWORK 
RESTORA TION in the CONFIGURATION Menu and hit 
ENTER. 

Figure 4.3.8 is an example of the MANUAL NETWORK 
RESTORA TION menu. 

MANUAL NETWORK RESTORATION MENU 

Major 11/18/91 17:56:47 Unit:1 NET:2 

NET:2 

(33) 

(13) 
Loss of Frame 

Idled 11/18/91 17:56:58 Unit: 1 
Loss of Frame Idled 

DIGITAL LINK DL3800 SR XX NODE 1 :HOME mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss MN 
SELECTED DEVICE ADDRESS: 1.00.000 NAME:HOME 

MANUAL NETWORK RESTORATION Exit Confirm 
POR T# RESTORE 
1 No Change 
2 No Change 
3 No Change 
4 No Change, 
5 No Change 
6 No Change 
7 No Change 
8 No Change 

Figure 4.3.8 
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To manually restore a Tl port (network), use the up and down 
arrow keys to highlight the line item of the corresponding 
network port number. When No Change is highlighted across 
from the appropr41t~ port, strike the ENTER key. 

4.3.9 LOGOUT 

This allows the user to manually logoff .the unit, instead of 
waiting for the provisioned· automatic logoff time fOf the unit 
to logoff automatically. Highlighting LOGOUT and striking 
ENTER logs the user off the system. 
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5 FRONT PANEL OPERATION 

DL3800 
Tl IIMIISE IIUll1'LOElt 

'n...a ft-4 ,.... n-a n-7 n-t 

'IL--------'Il5 ~~~~ 
00 00 

n-1 Tl-:Z o 0 

5.1 GENERAL 

The front panel features a 16 character vacuum florescent display and 
4 keys that help the user to move through the various menus to 
configure the unit, perform tests and obtain vital performance data. 
The front panel also features six LEDs for the DTE port, one for each 

, of the Tl networks, three for the DL3800 status and one for network 
TEST. 

5.1.1 Display Overview 

The DL3800 has a 16 character fluorescent front panel display. The 
left most character often provides an indication when the displayed 
message relates to a remote unit. A remote unit message is indicated 
by the character R followed by a comma (R,). When displaying a 
message relating to the local unit, this character position is a blank. 

5.1.2 Button Overview 

The DL3800 has four front panel buttons. The unit generally 
responds to a button when it is pressed. Pressing and holding a 
button results in a repeating action after one~half second. 

EXIT r-END TEST ---, ENTER 

[Q][g][Q][g] 
The front panel buttons are also used for Alarm Cutout. When 
an alarm condition occurs the External Alarm Output 
contacts close. This typically actuates external alarm 
indicators such as bells or alarm lights. Pressing any of the 
four front panel buttons clears the condition and turns off the 
external ben or light. 
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EXIT Button 

The EXIT button is used to cancel operations or exit to a 
higher level menu loop from a sub,menu loop. This button 
doubles as a·LEFT ARROW button in a few situations. 

UP ARRQW and paWN ARROW ;a",ltQN 

The UP ARROW button is used to move to the previous menu 
item or configuration option. 

The DOWN ARROW button is used to move to the next 
menu item or configuration option. 

Pressing both the UP ARROW and the DOWN ARROW 
keys Simultaneously (the End Test combination), terminates 
aU active tests on the looal unit and brings the front panel 
menu to the Test Menu shOWing the test that has just been 
terminated. If no tests are active, pressing the End Test 
combination has no effect. 

ENTER Button 

The ENTER button is used to select a sub--menu loop or 
configuration option. This button doubles as the RIGHT 
ARROW button in a few situations. 

5.1.3 Front Panel LEDs 

Table 5.1.3 describes each of the LEDs on the DL3800 front 
panel. 
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INDICATION 

• TEST (Test in Progress LED) 
Off 
Solid Red 

DATA PORT LEDs 

DEFINITION 

No tests are in progress 
A test condition exists 

• Tn (Data DTE Activity LED, represents pulses from DTE) 
Green Pulses are being detected 
Off No pulses are being detected 

• RD (Data DTE Activity LED, represents pulses to DTE) 
Green Pulses are being detected 
Off No Pulses are being detected 

• RTS (Request to send indicator, from DTE) 
Yellow RTS from DTE is active 
Off RTS has been removed 

• CTS (Clear to send indicator, to DTE) 

Yellow 
Off 

• DTR (Data terminal ready indicator) 
Yellow 
Off 

CTS to DTE is active 
CTS has been removed 
indicating that the DL3800 
Encore is not sending valid data 

DTR from DTE is active. 
DTR from DTE is inactive. 

• DAT A!fEST (Indicates the port is in a normal or test mode) 
The DA T ArrEST LED is a bicolor LED. It is off only when the 
port is not allocated bandwidth. Otherwise it is RED or GREEN. 
It is connected to the TEST lead going from the DL3800 to the 
DTE, so both the LED and the lead carry the same data. 

NETWORK LEDs (Tl .. l through Tl,S) 

Red 
Green 
Flashing Green 
Yellow 
Flashing Yellow 

Table 5.1.3 
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Network is in Red Alarm. 
Network is Active and running. 
Ready but not Active 
Network is in Loopback 
Receiving yellow/AIS alarm 



UNITLEPs 

These three LEDs (Status, Maj and Min) display the status of the 
DL3800 and whether the condition is a Major or Minor alarm. 

Table 5.1.3 

5.1,,4 Access Levels and Protected Mode 

Front panel access can be limited by placing the DL3800 in the 
Protected Mode. In this mode. the user can use the Front Panel 
User Interface only to monitor the status of the unit and its 
Error Counters and view its configuration. The following 
operations cannot be performed through the Front Panel User 
Interface when the unit is in Protect Mode: 
• Clearing the Error Counters. 
• Changing the unit configuration. 
• Starting or terminating diagnostic tests. 

The unit can be put into and out of the Protected Mode 
through the Terminal User Interface but not from the Front 
Panel User Interface. When a user needs to take a unit out of 
Protected Mode but a terminal is not available, the follOWing 
procedure can be used: 

a. Turn off the power to the unit. 
h Turn the power to the unit back on. 
c. Within the first 60 seconds after turning the power on, 

perform a Unit Self Test from the Front Panel User 
Interface. 

This procedure takes the unit out of the Protected Mode (and 
clears any password that may have been programmed into the 
unit). To allow the user to perform this procedure when the 
unit is in protected mode, the Protected Mode is ignored in the 
first sixty seconds after powering the unit up. When in 
Protected Mode, the Test Menu does not appear in the Main 
Menu as a choice. 

5.1.5 Power Up and Reset 

During power up initialization, the untt performs self test and 
displays a self#test message. Payload service resumes at the 
completion of Self Test. When the error message is removed 
the default message DL3SOO Inverse Multiplexer appears on 
the display. 
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5.2 TOP MENU 

The menu system in the DL3800 is consistent with other Digital 
Link Products. Therefore a user familiar with an existing product 
can easily operate the DL3800. An example of a menu tree is shown 
below: 

The Top Menu loop consists of five items: (1) DL3800 Inverse 
Multiplexer designation, (2) Select Remote/Local, (3) Monitor Menu, 
(4) Test Menu, and (5) Configuration Menu. 

DL3800 TOP LEVEL MENU 

I ~ I DL38rnInve@tx I 
~I SELECT REMOTE L ~ 

I I I~I 
Select Remote/Local 

~I I]] [!J l ~ 
I DISPLAY ~~ ....... DisplayMenu 

J~ 

~I.---I]]_n ~[!J----"L ~ 
I TEST 

I~ 

[:]Ir--[!J~_[!J----'I r;} 
CONFIGURATION 

Test Menu 

Configuration Menu 

This menu loop may also be entered at any time by pressing the EXIT 
button to go up the menu hierarchy until reaching the Top Menu. 
Continuing to press the EXIT button while in the Top Menu brings 
the unit to the default display DL3800 INVERSE MULTIPLEXER 
scrolling across the screen. Pressing the up and down arrows get the 
user into the menu loop. A menu is selected by pressing the ENTER 
button when the menu name appears on the display. 

The Display Menu is used for displaying Node Status, DTE Status 
and Status of each installed Tl network. The 24 hour line data is only 
available with the terminal interface or through the Network 
Manager. The data in the Display menu is a subset of the parameters 
that are available on the Alarm and Status Menu through the 
terminal interface or the Network Manager. 
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5.3 

The Test Menu is used to DTE and Network loopbacks. The OL3800 
does not allow performing tests on the remote unit through the front 
panel user interface. This feature is only available with the terminal 
interface. 

The Configuration Menu is used to view and change the unit's 
config~n;,ation parameters, date and time, network interface 
parameters and DTE interface parameters. 

Both the Menitor and Configuration Menus are also able to access 
the remote unit. Remote monitoring and configuration are only 
availabte when there is an ADt (Application Data Unk) channel to 
the remote unit. When the user requests status or configuration 
information from the remote unit, the local unit sends a request to 
the remote unit over ADt and waits for a reply. While waiting for 
the reply, the local unit displays the message! 

PLEASE WAlT ••• 
. On the front panel. If there is no reply from the remote unit within 

10 seconds, the display of the local unit will shoW! 
REMOTE NOT AVAILABLE 

Otherwise, the information reported by the remote unit will be 
displayed. 

5.2.1 SELECT REMOTE/SELECT LOCAL 

Striking the DOWN ARROW cursor key when the default 
message is in the display brings the message SELECT REMOTE or 
R, SELECT LOCAL to the display. This allows the user to log onto 
either the local or remote DL3800. 

When logged onto the local unit, the display will read SELECT 
REMOTE. When logged onto the remote unit,· the display will read 
R,SELECT LOCAL. To change the OL3800 being monitored and 
controlled, strike the ENTER key. The message in the display will 
start "blinking." Strike the ENTER key once again to change from 
SELECT REMOTE to R,SELECT LOCAL or visa versa. 

Note: When logged onto the remote uni~, an fiR," will appear as the 
first two characters in the display. For example: 

R,DTEI STATISTICS 

DISPLAY MENU 

The OISPLA Y Menu IS used for displaying Node status, OTE status 
and the status of each installed Tl line. I t is also used to dear the 
error ~ounters (Clearing the error counters can only be done when the 
DL3800 is not in the Protected Mode). Remote information is only 
available in ESF mode when there is a FDL channel to the remote. 
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RETVRN TO MAIN MENU 
DISPlAY ITEM 

DISPLAY MENU 

Use Arrow 
1--tB!.e-keys to view 

'--__ --.-___ ..A status. 

Use Arrow 
'--__ ....,.. ___ J'"-EiIi5ia'"""keys to view 

status. 

Use Arrow 
..... __ "'"T' ___ J'"-E!i!!!SI .... keys to view 

status. 

Use Arrow 
....-t_t--t<'eys to view L..-__ -,...____ status. 

Use Arrow 
t-!"~eys to view 

'----,_.-+ ...... _-..A statistics. 

Use Arrow 
....-;~.- keys to view 

..... --------' statistics. 

IID[ID 

Note: Only those Tl circuits physically installed (from 
two to eight) will have status lines in this menu. 

5.3.1 NODE (COMMON EQUIPMENT) STATUS 

This display shows the status of the unit. NODE STATUS is 
accessed from the DISPLAY Menu by striking ENTER when 
NODE STATUS appears in the display. If the unit is 
operating properly, this message will appear: NODE 
STATUS OK 

If one of more errors are detected, one or more of the following 
messages will appear. Use the DOWN and UP arrow buttons 
to view the following messages: 

See Page 14 of this Users Manual for a list of those Common 
Equipment Alarm and Status items that could appear in this 
menu. 

5.3.2 DTE STATUS 

The next display shows the status of the DTE data port. The 
Menu is accessed by striking ENTER when DTE ST A TUS 
appears in the display .. 
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If the DTE is functioning properly. the following message will 
i appear: DTH STATUS OK. If errors are detected, one or more 
of the following messages will appear. Use the DOWN and 
UP arrow buttons to view further messages. 

See Page 14 of this Users Manual for a list of those Common 
Equipment Alarm and Status items that could appear in this 
menu. 

5.3.3 NET (1 .. 8) STAnJS 

The next eight displays show the status of the Tl Networks 
(NET 1 STATUS through NET 8 STA rus if aU are 
installed). Use the Up and Down arrows to select the Tl 
Network to be monitOred and hit the ENTER button. Use the 
Up and Down arrow to view further status items relating to 
the same Tl circuit. 

See Page 14 of this Users Manual for a list of those Common 
Equipment Alarm and Status items that could appear. 

5.3.4 NET (1 through 8) STATISTICS 

The Menu provides the user with the various performance 
statistics of the individual Tl circuits. To view the statistics 
of a particular TI circuit, strike the ENTER key when the 
display reads NET N.STATISTICS, where liN" is the number 
of the desired Tl network port. 

The display will then read NET N CV, where, once again, liN" 
is the number of the Tl network port being monitored. 

Striking the ENTER key will then start the user through the 
CODE VIOLA TIONS performance report for that Tl 
network. The first display will read SIte. 455 v ALID.8, 
showing the number of seconds in the current interval and the 
number of valid 15 second intervals since the error counters 
were last reset. 

Striking the Down Arrow button from this point in the menu 
will show the number of Code Violations in the current 
interval (CUR 4). Striking the Down Arrow once again 
will display the total number of errors since the registers were 
last reset (TOTL 8) 

Using the Down Arrow from here will cycle the user through 
the last 96 15,minute intervals (or however many intervals 
exist since the counters were last reset) displaying the number 
of Code Violations in each interval, starting with the most 
recent, i.e., 1 = o. 
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Following, in the order they appear. in the NET STATISTICS items. 

CV A CODE VIOLATION (CV) is a count of Frame synchronization bit 
errors (FE) in the Super Frame (SF) format, or a count of the CRC~6 
errors in the Extended Super Frame (ESF) format occurring during 
the accumulation period. 

ES An ERRORED SECOND (ES), in the case of ESF, is the count of 
one~second intervals containing one or more CRC~6 errors, or one or 
more CS events, or one or more SEF events. In the case of SF, this 
parameter is a count of one~second intervals containing one or more 
SEF events, or one or more CS events. 

ES~A In ESF format only, this is the count of one-second intervals with 
exactly one CRC~6, no SEF and no CS events. 

ES,B In ESF format only, this is a count of one-second intervals with no 
less that 2 and not more that 319 CRC,6 errors, no SEF events and no 
CS events. 

SES In ESF format, Severely Errored Seconds are defined as a count of one' 
second intervals with 320 or more CRC-6 errors, or an SEF defect. In 
SF, it is the count of one~second intervals with eight or more FE 
events or an SEF defect. 

SAS In ESF only, this parameter is the count of one,second intervals 
containing one or more SEF defects or one or more AIS (Alarm 
indication Signal) defects. 

AISS This parameter is a count of one-second intervals containing one or 
more AIS defects. 

UAS This is a count of one,second intervals in which the DSI path has 
been unavailable. The DS! path is determined to be unavailable from 
the onset of 10 contiguous SESs, or the onset of the condition leading 
to a failure. . 

CSS The Controlled Slip Second is a count of one,second intervals 
containing one or more controlled slips. 

00 F This is the number of seconds that the signal has been out of frame 
during the accumulation period. This counter is suppressed during 
an LOS (loss of signal) condition. A total of 80 OOFs in a 10,second 
sliding window (approximately 10-3) will create a major alarm and 5 
OOFs in a 600 second sliding window (approximately 10-6) will create 
a minor alarm. 

TABLE 5.3.3 
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BPV This display provides the number of Bipolar Violations (BPVs) that 
have occurred during the accumulation period. A total of 15430 
BPVs in a 10~second sliding window (approximately 10-3) will create 
a major alarms and 5 DPVs in a 600 second sliding window 
(approximately 10-6) will create a minor alarm. 

FE Thisclisplayprovides a count of the number of seconds containing 
FRAMING BITS that have been in error during the accumulation 
period. 

TABLE 5.3.3 

Following the FE errors in the Menu, the next items displays the ERROR 
FREE SECONDS for that particular Tl network port (NET N EFS). 
Striking the ENTER key when this is in the display will display the actual 
Error Free Seconds percentage for that network pOrt (EPS .99.6 PERCENT). 

The final item in the NET.ST ATISTICS menu (NET N CLR STAT) allows 
the user to dear all the statistic counters for that particular network port. 
To clear the statistics, hit the ENTER button when NETN CLR STAT 
appears in the display window. 

5.4 TEST MENU 

The Test Menu is used to activate network loopbacks and DTE 
loopbacks. The Test Menu is only available when the unit is not in 
the Protected Mode. In Protected Mode, this menu is not included in 
the Top Menu loop. Tests are performed by selecting a test from the 
Test Menu or one of the Test. sub .. menus and pressing ENTER. To end 
all tests, press the END TEST key combination (UP and DOWN 

~ arrow Simultaneously). When a test is selected that could apply to a 
Tl port, the user is asked to specify to which fraction the test should 
apply. Only the local unit can be tested from the front panel. Testing 
the remote unit is limited to placing it in the Network Loopback Test. 

The TEST Menu is broken down into two types of sub~menus: DTE 
TESTS (one menu) and NETWORK TESTS (one for each network 
interface installed),. Through these submenus, the user initiates 
and stops various tests and loopbacks. 

The TEST Menu is accessed from the Main Menu by striking ENTER 
when TEST appears in the display. Striking the DOWN or UP 
ARROW toggles through the three sub~menus. The submenus are 
accessed by striking ENTER when the appropriate men appears in the 
display_ 
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TEST MENU 

I<;;I~------~~ 
,..----+--1: DTE TESTS 

~------~------~ 

~ t-_LEJ __ +--if NET 4 TESTS 
I 

Return to Menu 
item: TESTS 

l 
I I 

Note: A menu item will appear only for those Tl network 
interfaces installed. 
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5.4.1 DTE TESTS 

Only one loopback can be initiated through the OTE TESTS 
Menu. a bi#directional OTE/NET LOOPBACK. 

To access the DTE TESTS Menu from the TEST Menu, strike 
ENTER when OTE TESTS appears in the display. 

When in the DTETEST Menu, striking the ENTER 
accesses the DTE/NET LOOPBACK. 

5.4.1.1DTEJNET LOOPBACK 

The DTE/NET LOOPBACK is a bi~directlonalloopback 
that loops the received DTEsignal back to the DTE and 
the signal from the Tl MainBoard back towards the 
TIMain Board. This loopbac::k is used to verify the 
operation of the DTE and associated cabling, the DTE 
Board and the link between the OTE Board and the T 1 
Main Board. 

To initiate a DTE/NET LOOP from the DL3800 front 
panel, strike ENTER when DTE/NET LOOP appears in 
the display. 

When a DTE/DTE LOOP is in operation, a tlpius sign!! 
will appear after the words DTE/NET LOOP in the 
display. 

DTE/NET LOOP + 

To end the loopback, strike ENTER again while still 
in the DTE/NET LOOPBACK menu. 

NOTE: To cancel a test or loopback from any place in 
the Menu by striking the UP ARROW and DOWN 
ARROW at the same time. However, this will cancel 
all tests and loopbacks currently in progress. 

Only one test can be performed at a time. To start a new test the 
previous test must first be terminated. 

While a test is active and the user is in the Test Menu, the UP 
ARROW and the DOWN ARROW keys are disabled and the user 
can only view the name of the test that is currently active. The user 
can use the EXIT key to go out of the Test Menu and then, using the 
oth~r keys. go into the Monitor or the Configuration Menus to view 
the performance information- or view and change the configuration of 
the unit while the test is in progress. 
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While the test is active, the front panel TEST LED is on, reminding 
the user that the unit is out of normal service condition. 
The test is terminated by pressing the END TEST key combination at 
any point in the menus. When this combination is pressed, the 
currently active test is canceled and the front panel display returns 
to the Test Menu to the test that was just terminated. 

5.4.2 NETWORK TESTS (1 through 8) 

Three NETWORK TESTS can be performed through this 
Menu, a PAYLOAD (PAYLD) LOOPBACK, a LINE 
LOOPBACK and a LOCAL LOOPBACK. To access 
NETWORK TESTS Menu from the TEST Menu, strike 
ENTER when NETWORK TESTS menu for a particular Tl 
circuit (NET 1 through NET 8) appears in the display. 

When in the particular NETWORK TEST Menu, striking 
the UP ARROW or DOWN ARROW toggles between the 
three options, PAYLD, LINE and LOCAL LOOPBACK. 

504.2.1 PAYLOAD LOOPBACK 

The PAYLOAD LOOPBACK on the DL3800 is used to 
verify the proper operation of the T 1 network and the 
DL3800. 

To initiate a PAYLOAD LOOPBACK from the 
DL3800, strike ENTER when PA YLD LOOPBACK 
appears in the display for the Tl (NET 1 through NET 
8) line to be looped back. 

When a PAYLOAD LOOPBACK is in operation, a 
"plus sign" will appear after the words PAYLD 
LOOPBACK in the display. 

PAYLD LOOPBACK + 

When the loop back is terminated, the "plus sign!! 
disappears. 

To end the loopback, strike ENTER again while still in 
the PA YLD LOOPBACK menu. 

504.2.2 LINELOOPBACK 

The network loopback is used to verify the operation of 
the particulary Tl network (Tl through T8). The 
network loopback loops the data received from the Tl 
network back towards the network. The data is 
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regenerated prior to being looped back,. however. no 
additional processing of the data is performed by the 
DL3800. This minimizes the impact of the DL3800 
during this test so that the problems can be isolated. 

To initiate a LINE LOOPBACK from the DL3800, 
strike the ENTER key when LINE LOOPBACK 
appears in the display. 

When a LINE LQOPBACK is in operation. a "plus 
sign" will appear after the words LINE LOOPBACK in 
the display as shown below: 

LINE LOOPBACK + 

To end the loopback. strike ENTER again while still in 
the LINE LOOPBACK menu. When the loopback is 
terminated, the Ifplus sign" disappears. 

5.4.2.3 LOCAL LOOPBACK 

The localloopback is used to verify the operation of 
the particulary Tl network (Tl through T8). The 
network loopback loops the data received from the Tl 
network back towards the DTE. The data is 
regenerated prior to being looped back, however, no 
additional processing of.the data is performed by the 
DL3800.This minimizes the impact of the DL3800 
during this test so tha~ the problems can be isolated. 

To initiate a LOCAL LOOPBACK. from the DL3BOO, 
strike the ENTER key when LOCAL LOOPBACK 
appears in the display. 

When a LOCAL LOOPBACK is in operation, a "plus 
signlf will appear after the words LOCAL LOOPBACK 
in the display as shown below: 

LOCAL LOOPBACK + 

To end the loopback, strike ENTER again while still in 
the LOCAL LOOPBACK menu. When the loopback is 
terminated, the IIplus sign" disappears. 

NOTE: You can cancel a test or loopback from any 
place in the Menu by striking the UP ARROW and 
DOWN ARROW at the same time. However, this 
will cancel all tests and loopbacks currently in 
progress. 
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5.5 CONFIGURATION MENU 

The Configuration Menu is used to Backup the database and to view 
and change the unit and comm port configuration parameters, 
network interface parameters and DTE interface parameters. The 
remote unit configuration may also be viewed and changed. 

The DL3800 configuration can only be changed when the unit is not 
in the Protected Mode. In Protected Mode the configuration can only 
be viewed but not changed. 

To use the Configuration Menu, the user selects the configuration 
sub~menu from a hierarchical list and presses the ENTER key. The 
user then proceeds through the hierarchical menu structure to view 
or change the chosen parameters. When the user is done using the 
Configuration Menu, the EXIT key is used. 

CONFIGURATION MENU 

BACKUP tIIoTABASE 

NODE CONFIG 

ME CWFlG 
[lOT 

BACKUP DATABASE 

Hit ENTER 10 Bacllup DatabaM 

NODE CCNFIG 

Use Up and Down IVr<1w$ to 
Select Conigur_ H_m 

DT£ CONFIG 

r:o:1 nn Use Up and Down Arrows to 
LU.J Ul:J Select C<>nigurable nam 

r-N-E'NO-R-K "':cwl..-n-G-"' .. rg] ...f NE'lWJRK CONFIG 

NET 1 CCNl'IG 

NET 2 COOFIG 

Re!um to Menu 
ftern: CONFIGURATION 

I:",i l -
l!!!.I Use Up and Down IVr<1w$ \0 t:1 Select Conigurable Item 

I NET 1 CONI'IG 

rm1 
l.tii!J Use Up and Down Arrows to 

Select Conlgurable Hem 

r;J NET 2 COOFlG 

u ... Up and Down_to 
Select Conigurablellem 

NET THRESHOLDS 

The NODE CONFIG menu is used to set the unit's ID, date. time, 
and communications port. It also shows the user the Hardware and 
Software versions. 
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The BACKUP DATABASE is used to manually backup the database 
to EEPROM. 

The DTE CONFIG Menus is used to set the line mode for the DTE 
DA T A port. It is also used to define whether the DTE signal is 
defined missing when the DTR tinet the RTS line is not asserted or 
neither. Other options include DTE/DCE mode, V.35/RS449 and 
docking option (SCTE/SCT NORMAL or SCT INVERT). 

The NETWORK CONFIG menu is used to set the operating mode 
(Inverse Mux or Single Line. DSU) and clocking options of that are 
common to all TI Network Ports. 

The NET N CONFIGmenu is used to set various configurable items 
that are unique to each individual Tl Network Port. including 
FRAMING FORMAT I LINE CODE, ALARM REPORTING, 
AUTO,RESTORE and EQUALIZATION. 

The NET THRESHOLDS Menu allows the user to enable/disable and 
set the values of the various Network Alarm Thresholds which, when 
exceeded, will cause the Tl lines to automatically be taken out of 
service. 

5.5.1 NODE CONFIGURATION 

The NODE CQNFI G Menu aHows the user to configure the 
NODE ID, NODE NUMBER, DATE &, TIME and *NODE 
COMM PORT (Terminal). It also displays the NODE HW 
REV and the SOFrW ARE REV, which are set by the factory 

*Note: Only the terminal commport can he set through the 
front panel. The network management port is set through the 
ASCII terminal. 

The NODE· CONFIG menu is accessed through the 
CONFIGURA TION Main Menu by striking ENTER when 
NODE CON FIG appears on the display. Striking the DOWN 
ARROW or UP ARROW toggles through the sub,menus. 

Striking ENTER when a selection is in the display allows the 
user to view the present configuration. Striking ENTER again 
will cause the entry to start Itblinkinglt and allows the user to 
change the selection if desired. 

To change the selection. use the OOWN ARROW and UP 
ARROW keys to toggle through the choices. Striking ENTER 
selects the option tharts in the display as the configuration. 

In the case of changing names and numbers, only one number 
or letter will "blink" at a time. Only that number or letter can 
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be changed. After each letter or number is selected, press 
ENTER to confirm each change. The next letter or number 
space will then begin "blinking" and be available for change. 
To alx>rt any change, hit EXIT before you strike ENTER. 

NODE CONFiGURATION Menu 

I¢;1 
Unit 10 menu UNIT ID 

[ID [i] 
UNIT NUMBER Unit number menu 

[IJ II) 
DATE & TIME 

EXIT 
Date and Time menu 

LID [[] ¢:l 

NODE COMM PORT Node CommPort Sub menus 

lID lID 
NODE HW REV Node HWRev 

[ID rID 
SW REV SWRev 

[ID rID 

The Node Configuration Menu is used to configure various 
parameters of the Dl3800, including: 

UNIT ID .. The UNIT ID is an alpha,numeric designation 
up to 16 characters in length. The unit is shipped without a 
UNIT ID. 

To access UNIT ID from the NODE CONFIGURATION 
Menu, strike ENTER when UNIT ID appears in the display. 
Strike ENTER again and the first space or letter will begin 
Ifblinking. II Use the UP and DOWN ARROWS to select the 
desired letter or number. Strike ENTER again to confirm the 
selection, and move on to the next letter or number. 

UNIT NUMBER .. The UNIT NUMBER is a four,digit 
number. The unit is shipped from the factory without a number. 
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To access UNIT NUMBER,strike ENTER when UNIT 
NUMBER appears in the display. To enter or change the 
UNIT NUMBER, follow the same steps as in entering the 

, UNITID (Section 6.4.6.1.1). 

DATE & TIME .. The DATE &. TIME are set at the factory, 
on Pacific Region Time. They appear in the display as: 

NOV 07, 1992 09:44:49 
The DATE &. TIME can be changed in the same manner as 
described in Section 6.4.5.1. 

NODE COMM PORT", The following communications port 
parameters can be set through this display; BAUD RATE, 
PARITY, DATA BITS, STOP BITS, FLOW CONTROL and 
MULTIDROP MODE. 

BAUD RATE ~ The BAUD RATE menu is accessed 
through the NODE COMM PORT menu. When the 
menu is first displayed, it will show the present BAUD 
RATE: 38,400, 19,200,9600,4800,2400, 1200,600 or 300. 

PARITY .. The .PARITY menu is acce155ed through 
the NODE COMM PORT menu. When the menu is 
first displayedJ it wiUshow the present PARITY; 
either NO, ODD or EVEN. 

DATA BITS" The DATA BITS menu is accessed 
through the NODE COMM roRT menu. When the 
menu is first displayed, it will show the present DA T A 
BITS configuration; either 7 or 8. 

STOP BITS # The STOP BITS menu is accessed 
through the NODE COMM PORT menu. When the 
menuis first disp~ayedJit will show the present STOP 
BITS configuration; either 1, 1.5 or 2. . 

LOCAL TERMINAL XON/XOFF ~ With the Flow 
Control feature ON, the terminal can request that the 
DT quit sending data when its buffers are full. The 
choices are USE or IGNORE XONIXOFF. 

TERMINAL MULTIDROP ~ If the local terminal is 
connected to more than one DL3BOO) it must be in 
MUL TIDROP MODE. If it is connected to oni y one 
unit, this feature canbe disabled. When it is disabled, 
the system comes up directly, without the user having 
to log in. The choices are MULTIDROP MODE and 
DIRECT TERMNAL 
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To node configuration menu 
Item: COMM PORT CONFIG 

NODE HW REV .. The NODE HW (HARDWARE) REV 
is set by the factory and cannot be changed. 

SW REV .. The NODE SW (SOFTWARE) REV is set at the 
factory and cannot be changed. 

5.5.2 DTE CONFIGURATION MENU 

This menu allows the user to set various configurable items for 
the DTE port. 

For each item on this menu, pressing the ENTER key causes the 
configurable item to start flashing. Pressing the UP ARROW and 
DOWN ARROW keys changes the value of the flashing item. 
Pressing the ENTER key again terminates the configuration of that 
item. Pressing the EXIT key aborts the operation without making the 
change. Each of the Configurableitems are described in detail in 
section 4.3.5.4 of this Users Manual. 
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CONFIGURATION MENU 

t:I 

[;] 

[;] 
III 

(:J 

r:J 
[;1 

(iJ 

r; 

[S1 

[;J 

Return 10 Conlig Menu 

TO USES sctt 

AUTO DSR 

AUTO TM 

L.OSS RTS 

SMOOTH TD CLOCK 

Up and down arrowlWtlons change 
belwHll HSSI, V.as ancS AS..uo. 

Up and down atrow buttons chaf1g4l 
~ l'p U$ES SCrE and SCT. 

Up and doVm alrow bUllOI'I$ change 
I:MlIw8n NOI'IMAllInd INVERTeO 
cklek. 

Up and down lItrIIW buttons cI'NInge 
between HORMAl and INVeRTfO 
ctock. 

Up and down arrow buttonS change 
belwHll Auto. AstIerl and Oeassell. 

Up and down 8ffOW bIJtIons Change 
between Auto, Al;$ett and 0eaMert. 

Up and down arrow buttons change 
belYfgen RTS. OTR and NONE. 

Up and down arrow bUltOl"lll change 
beiween Smooth TO Clod< and Gap 
TOCIoek. 

5.5.3 NETWORK CONFIG 

The NETWORK CONFIO menu allows the U$er to change various 
configurable items common to aU Tl network ports. For each item on 
this menu, pressing the ENTER key causes the configurable item to 
start flashing. Pressing the UP ARROW and DOWN ARROW 
keys changes the value of the flashing item. Pressing the ENTER key 
again terminates the configuration of that item. Pressing the EXIT 
key aborts the operation without making the change. 
Each of the Configurable items are described, along with the various 
options. in detail in section 4.3.5.3 of this Users Manual. 
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NETWORK 
CONFIGURATION 

Menu J 
~ 

, 
INVERSE MUX 

[;] ffi III 
PRI TX eLK INT 

[II 1m (;J 
PRI RX eLK NET 1 

(II lID r;) 
SEC TX eLK INT 

[;] 
[If 1m 

SEC RX eLK NET 1 

[I) [I) 
[:1 

I RESTORE NOW 

[j] 1I1 

r::t 
I~ 

IINVERSE MUX I 

r:1 IPR! TX eLK INT I I'~ 

-Ii!} I"" RX eLK NET 1 I 

~~ l'Ee TX eLK 'NT I 

~ SEC RX CLK NET 1 I 
[QJ 

~ 
'[gJ RESTORE NOW I 

Up and Down arrow buttons change 
operetlng mode between !nyElfSa 
MUll and$lngleTl OSU. 

Up and Dawn arrow buttons change 
Primaly TX Clock source between 
Internal. External and Network. 

Up and Down arreNt button8 change 
Primary RX Clock source between 
NET1 • NET 8 and AIItomaIlc (AUTO). 

Up and Down arrow buttons change 
Secondluy TX Clock SOUfCil between 
Inlernal. External and Network. 

Up and Down arraw buttons change 
Secondary AX Clock source between 
NETl • NET 8 and ~omal!c (AUTO). 

Up and Down aTrow buttons change 
the restore time from Now to 5, 15 and 
30 sees and 1, 5 and 15mins. 

Return to Con fig Menu 
item Network Configuration 

5.5.4 NET N CONFIG 

The NET N CONFIG menu allows the user to change various 
configurable items common to all TI network ports. As with the front 
panel configuration, the menu's differ slightly depending on whethe 
the unit is configured for DTE or CSU operation. The two menus are 
shown in the following two figures. 

For each item on this menu, pressing the ENTER key causes 
the configurable item to start flashing. Pressing the UP 
ARROW and DOWN ARROW keys changes the value of the 
flashing item. Pressing the ENTER key' again terminates the 
configuration of that item. Pressing the EXIT key aborts the 
operation without making thechange.Each of the Configurable items 
are described in detail in section 4.3.5.3 of this Users Manual. 
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5.5.5 NETWORK THRESHOLDS 

This Menu allows the user to enable/disable the automatic 
FALLBACK feature and set the various Network Alarm 
Thresholds that will cause theTI lines to automatically be 
taken out of service. 

Three levels of thresholds can be tUrned ON or OFF and values 
set through this menu; CON (CONSECUTIVE), 15~minute 
and 24~hour. Thresholds can be set for the number of 
Consecutive seconds (1 .. 100) containing errors, for the number 
of seconds containing errors in a 15~minute interval 0 .. 900) 
and for the number of 15 .. minute intervals containing errors in 
a 24,hour period (1 .. 96). 

The user can set the threshold value for Minor (MI) and 
Major (MJ) alarms, where exceeding the Minor alarm 
threshold will generate an alarm report and the exceeding a 
Major alarm threshold will actually cause a T1 line to be 
automatically taken out of service. 

Striking the ENTER key when NET THRESHOLDS appears 
in the display screen will start the menu and allow the user to 
scroll, using the Down or Up Arrow buttons. through the 
following options: 

CON CRCS 010 
CON CRCS OFF 
CON SES 010 
CONSES ON 
CON UAS 015 
CON UAS OFF 
15.MIN.MLBPV 100 
15.MIN.MJ.BPV 100 
15.MIN.MJ.BPV OFF 
lS.MIN.MI.CRCS 100 
15.MIN.MJ.CRCS 100 
15.MIN.MJ.CRCS OFF 
lS.MIN.MI.ES 100 
15.MIN.MJ.ES 100 
15.MIN.MJ.ES OFF 
15.MIN.MI.SES 100 
15.MIN.MJ.SES 100 
15.MIN.MJ.SES OFF 
15.MIN.MI.UAS 100 
15.MIN.MJ.UAS 100 
15.MIN.MJ.UAS OFF 
24.HR.MLBPV 10 
24.HR.M] .BPV 10 
24.HR.M].BPV OFF 
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24.HR.MI.CRCS 
24.HR.MJ.CRCS 
24.HR.MJ.CRCS 
24.HR.MI.ES 
24.HR.MJ.ES 
24.HR.MJ.ES 
24.HR.MLSES 
24.HR.MJ.SES 
24.HR.MJ.SES 
24.HR.MLUAS 
24.HR.MJ.UAS 
24.HR.MJ.UAS 

10 
10 
OFF 
10 
10 
OFF 
10 
10 
OFF 
10 
10 
OFF 

To tum a Major Alarm ON or OFF, use the Up and Down arrows to 
get the particular alarm in the display window· and hit ENTER. 
Using the arrow keys, select ON or OFF. To change the value of an 
alarm threshold, use the Up and Down arrow keys to get that 
particular alarm in the display window and strike ENTER. Use the 
Up and Down arrow keys to raise or lower the present value. 
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6 INST ALLA TION 
6.1 INSTALLATION PROCEDURE 

NOTE· 

Before beginning the installation process, inspect the DL3800 for damage which 
may have occurred during shipment. If damage has occurred, notify Digital Link 
and your package carrier immediately. 

DL3800 INSTALLATION PROCEDURE 

STEP REFERENCE 

1. Unpack and inspect the DL3800 
for damage that might have 
occurred during shipment. If 
necessary, wipe off the exterior 
with a soft cloth. Save all 
packing slips and papers that 
come with the unit. Save the 
shipping cartons and packing 
materials until installation is 
complete and proper operation 
is verified. 

2. Verify that all items ordered are 
included in the shipment. The 
shipment should consist of the 
following: 

* DL3800 Digital Inverse Multiplexer' 

* 

* 

* 

DL3800 Users ManuaL 

Appropriate data and network 
interface cables and connectors 
(if ordered). 

Power cord 
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~ STEP 

. ~ 3 . 

4. 
~ 

5. 

~ 
6. 

7. 
;i'l'lll! 

8. 

- 9. 

- 10. 

!!IIi'I\ 

6.2 
~ 

DL3800 INSTALLATION PROCEDURE, continued 

REFERENCE 

Mount the DL3800 . See section 6.2 

Connect Power Cables and Connections See section 6.3.1 

Network/OTE Cables & Connections See section 6.3.2 

Connect network cables to DL3800 See section 6.3.2 

Connect DTE cable to DL3800 See section 6.3.3 

ASCII Terminal and SNMP Connection See section 6.3.4 

Configure Unit See section 4.3.5.1 (ASCII 
terminal) 

Configure Comm Ports 
Terminal Port See Section 4.3.5.1 (ASCII 

terminal) 
Network Management Port See Section 4.3.5 1 (ASCII 

terminal) 

Configure Network See section 4.3.5.2 (ASCII 
terminal) 

Configure DTE See section 4.4.2 (ASCII 
terminal) 

MOUNTING THE DL3800 

6.2.1 RACK MOUNTING 

A 19~inch rack mounting kit is available from Digital Link. Attach 
the appropriate rack mounting ears to the DL3800 using the 
hardware included in the kit. 
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6.2.2 DESK OPERATION AND STACKING 

Four stick~on rubber feet are supplied with each DL3800 Digital 
Service Interface. When desktop operation is to be used, remove 
the covering from each rubber foot and stick them onto the bottom of 
the DL3800. The DL3800 units may now be stacked as required. 

6.3 CABLING AND CONNECTORS 

11-e 

TI-2 

1\-7 n-e T1-11 

~ c! ~ c! ? ~ ~ 
T1-1 ItSSI V.JO 

~ c! ? [ ] ~ 

6.3.1 POWER CABLES AND CONNECTIONS 

6.3.1.1 AC Power Connection 

An AC power cord is supplied with the DL3800 to provide 
120 Vac to 240 Vac power. The power cord receptacle is 
located on the rear panel of the DL3800. For AC power, 
connect the AC power cord to the DL3800 and plug into the 
nearest AC outlet. 

6.3.1.2 OC Power Connection 

The Digital Link DL3800 Digital Inverse Multiplexer can be 
optionally powered by ,48 Vdc power source. The DC power 
connection on the DL3800 is located on the backpaneL There 
are eight screw terminals located on the rear panel The two 
screw terminals on the far right (looking at the rear panel) are 
for OC powering. 

Connect the ,48V wire to the screw terminal labeled ",". ' 
Attach the ground wire to the screw terminal to the 
immediate right, labeled "+". 

The DL3800 is designed to operate with NEGATIVE 
SUPPLY. This means the POSITIVE TERMINAL is 
connected to the ground. 

WARNING: Damage to the DL3800 may result is power is 
connected improperly. _ 
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6.3.2 Tl NETWORK CONNECTION 

Eight female DB .. 15 connectors are located on the DL3800 back panel 
for connecting to the Tl networks. 

WECO 728A or equivalent cable is used to connect the DL3800 to 
each Tl Network. Connect the DL3800 to each Tl Network using the 
appropriate cable and connectorst available from Digital Link. 

6.3.3 DTE CABLE AND CONNECTION 

The OTE interface connectors are provided on the back of the 
OL3800, a 50 .. pin SCSI female receptacle for HSSI compatible DTE 
and a·25DB .. pin female cqnnector for V.35 compatible DTE. 

If using a HSSI interface, the cable connecting the OL3800 to the 
OTE ~onsists of 25 twisted pairs with an overall foil/braid shield. 
Both ends of the cable should have male connectors. The DL3800 
and the OTE have female receptacles. 

One 50,pin SCSI female· receptacle is provided on the rear of the 
DL3800 to connect the 0L3800. to HSSI .. based networks/systems. 
Cable~ and connectors are available from Digital Link. 

Using the appropriate cable and connectors, connect the 0L38oo 
HSSI connector to the HSSI DTE. 

If using a V.35 interface, use a shielded cable supplied by Digital Link 
to cOllnect the Dt3800 to the DTE. 

One 25DB"pin female connector is provided on the back of the 
DL3800 to connect the Dl.3800 to the V.35 compatible DTE. 

Using the appropriate cable and connectors, connect the V.35 DTE 
device to the 01..3800. 

6.3.4 ASCII TERMINAL AND SNMP CONNECTION 

The DL3800 is accessed by an ASCII terminal or SNMP 
Management System workstation through direct, daisy-chained or 
dial ... up mooem connection. 

On the rear panel of the DL,800t two female 9~pin receptacles 
labeled Terminal and Network Management are provided for 
connection to the ASCII terminal or SNMP workstation. An RS~232 
straight ribbon cable with DB 9 male connectors is used to link the 
DL3800 with the terminal, mooem or workstation. 
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Direct Connection: For direct connection, using the appropriate 
DB~9 ribbon~type cable, connect the ASCII terminal or SNMP 
workstation to the DL3800 through the Terminal or SNMP 
connector on the back of the rear panel. The baud rate, parity bit and 
stop bit settings must match those of the terminal: baud rate, 9600; 
eight bits, no parity and two stop bits. 

Modem Connection: When using a modem, the baud rate, parity bit 
and stop bit settings of the modem must match the terminal or 
workstation port default settings: baud rate 9600; eight bits; no 
parity; and two stop bits If these parameters are not the same, 
reconfigure the Unit default settings using the front panel controls. 

When the parameters of the modem and the terminal or workstation 
port coincide, using the RS~232 straight ribbon cable, connect the' 
modem to the appropriate RS~232 comm port (Terminal or SNMP) on 
the rear panel of the DL3800. Then, connect the modem to the phone 
line and the ASCII terminal or SNMP workstation. Nine~pin to 25~ 
pin adapters and null~modem adapters, are available from Digital 
Link. Specify a male or female terminal connection when ordering. 

For direct connection, the terminal, workstation or modem may 
be placed up to 50 feet away from the comm port when operating at 
9600 baud. Distances may be increased if the baud rate is reduced. 

Daisy Chaining: Multiple DL3800s can be daisy~chained 
together through the Terminal Port to provide centralized network 
monitoring and management capabilities 

A ribbon~type cable with DB~9 connectors is available from Digital 
Link for daisy-chaining DL3800s. The cable can be ordered to daisy
chain four units (part # 154~00051,01), eight units (part # 154-
00052,01) or twelve units (part # 154,00053,01). 

If using a cable other than the above, see Terminal Port pin 
assignments, Section 8.1. With this cable,CTS (pin 8) must be 
connected between DL3800s, but must not be connected to terminal. 

The one female connector on the ribbon is to be connected to the 
terminal or modem (if a remote site). The remaining male DB~9 
connectors are connected to the Terminal Port. Each unit must be 
assigned an unique node number. 

When units are daisy-chained together, the local terminal must be 
operating in Multidrop Mode (see section 4.3.4). Each unit should be 
given an unique Node Number. 

Note: For detailed instructions on installing SNMP systems, refer to 
the separate installation guides for these products. 
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7 MAINTENANCE AND DIAGNOSTICS 
7.1 

7.2 

EQUIPMENT RETURN AND REPAIR 

If faulty equipment is suspected. perform the tests in this section. If, 
after performing these tests, the DL3800 or any associated module 
is suspected to be faulty, call Digital Link Technical Support at: 
(408) 745~6200. 

GENERAL 

The following sections contain procedures for the pre .. operational 
testing of the DL3800 Digital Inverse Multiplexer and a guideline for 
troubleshooting. The troubleshooting procedure is designed to isolate 
the faulty or malfunctioning item to the Tl network, the DTE 
equipment, the cable from the DTE to the DL3800 or the DL3800 
itself. The built~in diagnostic features of the DL3800 aid the user in 
quickly identifying and isolating faults. 

Using the front panel buttons and display, the ASCII terminal or 
SNMP workstation, the user can fun a series of loopback tests. 
Verification of the proper functioning of the DTE equipment and the 
DL3800 is accomplished through DTE loop back and a self test. 
Testing for the proper functioning of the remote DL3800 is 
accomplished by a Line loopback. 

It is also possible to verify the path from the DTE through the Tl line 
to th~ remote .. end DL3800, provided the DTE equipment can 
generate and detect looped back bit streams. 

In the Line Loopback, the remote unit regenerates the incoming 
signal and transmits it back to the local DL3800 where the signal is 
checked for errors. 

In the DTE/Network Loopback, the signal received by the DTE Board 
from the DTE is looped back to the DTE and the Signal received from 
the Tl processor is looped back towards that board simultaneously. 
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73 TROUBLESHOOTING SUGGESTIONS 

These suggestions can help determine which portion of the network 
might be at fault. When discovering a failure, check the simple 
solutions first. Is the power turned on? Is the equipment set up and 
configured properly? Will swapping cable pairs solve the problem? 

The DL3800 is equipped with alarms that alert the user to the 
existence of possible problems with the unit, and received signals from 
the DTE or network. INS LEDs on the Module provide a quick 
indication of the status of that module: green light indicates 
everything is functioning normally; yellow light means the module is 
powered, configured and ready to be put into service. 

7.4 TEST PROCEDURES 

7.4.1 DTE 

7.4.1.1 

7.4.2 NETWORK 

7.4.2.1 

7.4.2.2 

Run DTE/Network Loopback test on the DL3800 
(see section 4.3.7). 

If loopback is successfully initiated, the "testing" 
message will appear. If unsuccessful, see 
Section 7.5 for possible causes. 

Run Payload or Line Loopback test on selected 
Tl port (See section4.3.7). 

If loopback is successfully initiated, the "test 
running" message will appear. If unsuccessful, 
see Section 7.5 for possible causes. 
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7.5 DL3800 LOOPBACK PROCEDURES 

FAUJ!D LOQPBACK 

Line I...oopback, 

See Section 5.4.4.2.1 

Payload Loopback, 
(See Section5.4.4.2.2l 

OTE/NETWORK 
Loopback, See Section 5.4.4.3.1 

FIGURE 7.5, continued 
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PQSSIDLE CAUSE 

(1) TELEPHONE 
COMPANY Tl line. 

(2) Wiring between 
the TELEPHONE 
COMPANY demarcation 
points or the OL3800 at 
either or both ends. 

(1) DTE connected 
to the channel which 
reports the errors. 

(2) Cable between the DTE 
channel reporting errors 
and the DL3800 

(1) OTE connected to 
the channel which 
repOrts errors 

(2) Cable between the OTE 
channel reporting errors 
and the DL3800 



8 APPENDIX 
8.1 CONNECTOR PIN ASSIGNMENTS 

8.1.1 TERMINAL AND NMS NETWORK MANAGEMENT 
PORT PIN ASSIGNMENTS 

SIGNAL 

(to terminal) 
(from terminal) 

2 
3 
8 
5 

SD 
RD 
CTS 
SG 

Send Data . 
Receive Data 
Clear to Send 
Signal Ground 

(to DL3800 comm network) 
(bi-directional) 

8.1.2 HSSI DTE CONNECTOR PIN ASSIGNMENTS 

PIN. PIN. 
SIGNAL DIR. +SIDE .. SIpE 

SO - Signal' Ground 1 26 
RT - Receive Timing ToDTE 2 27 
CA - DCE Available ToDTE 3 28 
RD .. Receive Data ToDTE 4 29 

- Reserved Future ToDTE 5 30 
ST - Send Timing ToDTE 6 31 
SO .. Signal Ground 7 32 
T A .. DTE Available From DTE 8 33 
TT .. Terminal Timing From DTE 9 34 
LA .. Loopback Circuit A From DTE 10 35 
SD - Send Data From DTE 11 36 
LB .. Loopback Circuit B From DTE 12 37 
SO - Signal Ground 13 38 

5 ancillary to DCE From DTE 14-18 39-43 
SG - Signal Ground 19 44 

5 ancillary from DCE ToDTE 20-24 34-49 
SG - Signal Ground 25 50 
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&1.3. DB25 to V.35 DTE Connector Pin Assignments 

TWISTED PAIR V.35 0025 
YEL T 16 
BLK R 3 

BRN S 14 
BLK P 2 

BLK E 6 - BLU NC NC 
WHT H 20 

-. RED NC NC 
RED K 18 

GRN B 7 
RED D 5 

YEL NC NC 
ORN F 8 

RED NC NC 
BLK X 9 

RED V 17 
GRN Y 15 

BLK AA 12 

BLU U 24 

RED W 11 

BLU C 4 
GRN NC NC 
DRAIN A 

-
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8.1.4 DB25 to RS449 DTE Connector Pin Assignments 

TWISTED PAIR RS449 DB25 

BLU 17 24 
RED 35 11 

BLU 7 4 
BLK 25 19 

YEL 24 16 
BLK 6 3 

BRN 22 14 
BLK 4 2 
BLK 11 6 
GRN 18 25 
YEL 27 13 

RED 9 5 
ORN 13 8 

RED 31 10 
BLK 26 9 

RED 8 17 
GRN 5 15 
BLK 23 12 

BLK 19 7 
BLU NC NC 
DRAIN 1 NC 
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8.1.5 Tl NETWORK PIN ASSIGNMENTS 

The network connector is a DB15 connector. The assignments for the 
Netw01'k connector are given below. 

:eIN 
1 
9 
2 
3 
11 
4 

5,6,7,8,10, 
12,13,14,15 

SIGNAL 
Send towards Network Tip (Tl) 
Send towards Network Ring (RI) 
Frame Ground 
Receive from Network Tip (T) 
Receive from Network Ring (R) 
Frame Ground 
N/C 

, 8.1.6 DB25 toDB9 ADAPTER PINOUTS 

An adapter is available from Digital Link that will allow the 
Digital Link DB9 Comm Port ribbon cable to be compatible 
with a 01325 connector on the terminal port. 

DB9 DB25 
3 ... ", .. ,.,.",. ....... .""tJiI-,""', 2 
2 ,~tJi#~ .... #~_~~ __ , 3 
7 .,."" __ ... ',.' .. ##1 __ ..... 4 
8 ... ."",,,,,.-.,,,,# ... , .. ,,..If"* 5 
6 .. ,. ....... .-""'''''.""",.,.",.."" 6 

1 ,..".".".",.".,., ... ".,.,.* 8 
9 "..,. .. , ....... ".". ... ,.,.,.- 23 
4 ,."".,.,."",., .. ,..,. ...... , 21 

8.1.7 EXTERNAL CLOCK CONNECTOR PIN ASSIGNMENTS 

PIN 
I 

A DB .. 9 connector is provided on the DL3800 rear panel for 
connection to an External Clock. Pin Assignments for the 
External Clock connector are as follows: 

5 
2,3,4,6,7,8,9 

SIGNAL 
Signal 
Shield 
No Connection 
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&2 DTE CLOCK RATES 

#Networks DTE Clock Rate 

BSZS 1 1.528Mb/s 
2 3.056Mb/s 
3 4.584Mb/s 
4 6.112Mb/s 
5 7.640Mb/s 
6 9.168Mb/s 
7 10.696Mb/s 
8 12.224 Mb/s 

AMI 1 1.336Mb/s 
2 2.672 Mb/s 
3 4.00BMb/s 
4 5.344Mb/s 
5 6.680Mb/s 
6 8.016Mb/s 
7 9.352 Mb/s 
8 lO.688Mb/s 

8.3 FACTORY DEFAULT SETTINGS 

UNIT 
ALARM ENABLE: 
AUTOMATIC BACKUP: 

FRONT PANEL: 
UNIT NUMBER: 
TERMINAL BAUD RATE: 
TERMINAL PARITY & BITS: 
TERMINAL STOP BITS: 
XON!XOFF 
MULTIDROP: 

DTE 
DTE INTERFACE: 
CLOCK: 
TX CLOCK: 
RX DLOCK: 
RLSD MODE: 
DSR MODE: 
CTS MODE: 
TM MODE: 
DTE LOSS DETECTION: 

78 

Disabled 
5 minutes after each database 
change 
On 
o 
9600 
8 bits, No parity 
2 
Enabled 
Enabled 

V.35 
SCTE 
Normal 
Normal 
Automatic 
Automatic 
Automatic 
Automatic 
RTS 
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NgrnrQRK 
ALARM: Mask 
ACTIVE/RESTORE MODE: Never Use 
FRAME: ESF 
LINECODE: BSZS 
EQUALIZATION: 0',13211 

FDL: Enabled 
SET/RESET: Enabled 
PRIMARY CLOCK SOURCE: Xmt: Int., Rcv: Net 1 
SECONDARY CLOCK SOURCE; Xmt: Int., Rcv: Net 2 
DSUMODE: Inverse Mux (Standard Operation) 
SUPPRESS YELLOW DET: Disabled 

NETWORK THRESHOLDS 
CONSECUTIVE THRESHOLDS: Fallback Disabled, Seconds 10 
INTERVAL THRESHOLDS (15 MIN):: Fallback Disabled 

Seconds: Major; 100 Minor; 100 
INTERVAL THRESHOLDS (24 HR): Fallback Disabled 

Seconds: Major; 10 Minor; 10 

SNMP CONFIGURATION 
ALL ADDRESSES: 0.000.000.000 
READ COMMUNITY STRING: Public 
WRITE COMMUNITY STRING: Public 
TRAP COMMUNITY STRING: Public 
SNMP BAUD RATE: 9600 
BITS & PARITY: 8 bits, No parity 
STOP BITS: 2 

TESTS 
ALL LOOPBACKS & TESTS: Off 
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